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Introduction 

The aim of this diploma work is to analyse the roles of the teacher 

in different aspects. In the first part, teacher's roles in educational 

theories, in classical teaching and, finally, in e-learning will be 

analysed based on relevant literature. Initially, I am going to describe 

what characterises teacher's roles in the learning process in general: what 

skills and abilities are required and what qualities are needed in order to 

carry out the teaching profession. Then, I will focus on the roles of the 

teacher in different teaching theories, emphasizing to what extent the 

theories rely, on the teacher. Subsequently, we will narrow the analysis to 

the teacher of languages. The analysis of methods, approaches and styles is 

based mainly on the works of J.C. Richards and T. Rodgers, H.H. Stern, and 

V. COOkl. From the roles of the teacher in classical language teaching we 

will proceed to a relatively new area of e-learning and analyse how the 

teacher is present there. We will also notice what type of instruction e-

learning is suitable for and what the different requirements this type of 

learning sets on the teacher. 

In the second part, this diploma work compares and contrasts three 

different types of coursebooks: one that is commonly used in classrooms 

worldwide - a book from the Headway series, representing a teacher-

dependent type of a coursebook; one designed for self-learners; and finally 

a text for an e-learning course available on-line. The criteria for the 

analysis are based on Omaggio-Haddley's2 concept of the proficiency 

oriented classroom as well as Dickinson's description of material designed 

for self-learners3
• The coursebooks will first be analysed individually 

and, subsequently, an overview will be presented in order to clearly 

demonstrate the differences and similarities between these texts. The 

1 J.C. Richards and T. Rodgers, Approaches and Methods in Language Teaching 
(Cambridge: CUP, 1989), H.H. Stern, Fundamental Concepts of Language Teaching 
(Oxford: OUP, 1991), Vivien Cook, Second Language Learning and Language Teaching 
(London: Arnold, 1996). 
2Alice Ommagio-Haddley, Teaching Language in Context (USA: Heinle and Heinle, 
1993) . 
3 Leslie Dickinson, Self-instruction in Language Learning (Cambridge: CUP, 1987). 
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analysis will primarily focus on the extent of the expected teacher's 

presence or absence in the learning process. 

The latter part of this paper analyses research carried out among 

English teachers teaching English as a foreign language and students of 

English as a foreign language, i.e. English taught or learned in countries 

where English is not the official language. Finally, based on the 

theoretical overview and the findings from the research presented, 

conclusions will be made and prognosis postulated. 

1. Comparison of Teacher's Roles 

1.1 Introduction 

In order to describe 'the role of the teacher in the learning 

process', and for the purpose of this paper let me say 'the role of the 

teacher in the e-learning process', we need to answer some fundamental 

questions, such as How are the roles defined?, What is the position of the 

teacher in educational theories?, and, finally, What is his/her position in 

the e-learning process? 

Before we describe the role of the teacher, the term 'role' should be 

defined. Widdowson defines role 'generally, as a part people play in the 

performance of social life.,4 A role may also be defined as a certain way 

an individual's behaviour and demeanour is expected in a certain social 

positions. In more precise sociological terms, 'a role may be understood as 

a set of norms and expectations applied to the incumbents of a particular 

position,6. A role then is the individual's manifestation in the 

interaction with other people. A role is connected to the individual's 

4 Henry Widdowson, Aspects of Language Teaching (Oxford: OUP, 1990) 181. 
S cf. Rudolf Kohoutek, Zaklady socialni psychologie (Brno: Akademicke 
nakladatelstvi, 1998) 50. 
6 Michael Banton, Roles (London: Tavistock Publications, 1965) 29. 
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social position, it expresses the individual's integration into social 

relationships and the opportunity to influence and affect the others 7
• 

Every individual carries a number of different roles at the same time. 

These roles may be classified according to their duration into: innate (man 

- woman), acquired (student - teacher), temporary (course participant). 

Acquiring a role means acquiring the relations to other roles as well. The 

individual fulfils every social relationship through a certain role; the 

adoption of an individual's role is reflected in the status among other 

people. It is a fact in social relations that the higher the individual's 

status is, the more individuals s/he can influence in the direction of 

intended aims. The status associated with a role cannot be kept 

automatically. 

All occupations require the acquisition of certain skills. Skills are 

generally defined as the facilities to practise certain activity; skills 

are acquired by learning. Social skills - skills to meet and judge people, 

the 'art of dealing with people', social and pedagogic tact, facilities to 

manage people, etc. enable an individual to successfully interact and 

communicate within society. The set of professional skills, i.e. acquired 

facilities for performing education and training, are called teaching 

skills. They result from special preparation of the teacher, his/her 

abilities and professional experience, external demands on teachers' work 

etc. as well as teaching aptitude and teaching experience. According to 

Kyriacou, three important elements of teaching skills are discernable: 

Knowledge, decision-making, and action. s Teaching skills involve all short-

term and immediate problems as well as long-term issues, such as choosing 

the best textbook or preparing the students for their future work. 

Development of teaching skills is a long-term process. The essential 

teaching skills, according Kyriacou, are: planning and preparation, lesson 

presentation, lesson management, classroom climate, discipline, assessing 

cf. Ilona Gillernova, et al., Socialni dovednosti ucitele (Praha: SPN, 1990) 24. 
Chris Kyriacou, Essential Teaching Skills (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1991) 5. 
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pupils' progress, reflection and evaluation. 9 Additionally, they comprise 

the skills of setting objectives, planning the curriculum, motivating 

learners, evaluating the students' performance, creating a positive 

learning environment in class, dealing with parents and the public etc. 

They are a result of special pedagogic education and training, the 

teacher's capabilities and professional experience, external demands on the 

teacher's work as well as pedagogic talent. 10 

In order to perform their profession effectively, teachers need a set 

of competencies. They are usually delimited as personal competencies and 

professional competencies. Personal competencies include responsibility, 

creativity, ability to solve problems, being socially sensitive and 

reflexive. Professional competencies relate to the content component of the 

profession; sometimes they are simply labelled as 'knowing the subject' 

Nowadays, communicative, directional, and diagnostic competencies are 

emphasized. 11 

The teacher is regarded to be responsible for the success of students. 

There have been a number of studies on successful learners 12
, it is however, 

difficult to define the characteristics of a successful teacher. What does 

teacher success actually mean? M. Kodym understands it as the accord 

between the requirements of society on one hand, and the quality of work, 

performance and results of pedagogic work on the other13
• Experts in teacher 

training and education do not agree on the answer to the question of what 

the label 'good teacher' means. Very generally one could say that to a 

larger extent, the success of the teacher depends on how they have mastered 

their role. There are, however, features that successful teachers have in 

9 cf. ibid. 
10 cf. Jan Prucha, et. al., Pedagogicky slovnik (Praha: Portal, 2003). 
11 ibid. 
12 cf. Cook, op. cit., Stern, op. cit., David Nunan, Understanding Language 
Classrooms (London: Prentice Hall International, 1989). 
13 cf. M. Langova and M. Kodym, Psychologie cinnosti a osobnosti ucitele (Praha: 
Academia, 1987) 18. 
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common, such as mature personality, positive self-evaluation, emotional 

stability, professional attitude etc14 . 

Teacher development takes place on the level of capabilities, personal 

qualities and motivation to the performance of the teaching profession. In 

the sphere of capabilities, teachers are required to have above average 

intellectual abilities, social intelligence (teaching mastery or tact), and 

furthermore, the ability to note changes of individuals and class correctly 

and early, to know one's self, to reflect upon changes and react to them. 

In the sphere of personal qualities the following are required: 

• high personal integrity 

• high emotional stability 

• feeling secure 

• favouring change, willingness to take risks, dynamic and 

dominant 

• appropriate self-reflection, optimism in personal relationships 

• stability in difficult situations - teacher must react to a 

large amount of stimuli, which can cause tension and can lead 

to mental irritation 

• intellect, creative thinking.15 

The primary orientation of a teacher is pro-social. His/her students 

as well as other people are of important value, s/he has high social needs, 

mainly the need of social contact and the need to protect and help, which 

prevail over the need to direct and manipUlate others. 

To conclude this part, let me summarize the activities that a teacher 

carries out in the teaching process as they were mentioned above: 

• The teacher leads, 

14 For research on a successful teacher, see e.g. David Fontana, Psychologie ve 
skolni praxi (Praha: Portal, 1997) 347. Jan Prucha, Ucitel (Praha: Portal, 2002) 
summarizes past research on ideal teacher. 
15 cf. Langova and Kodym, op. cit. 54. 
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• sets objectives and plans curriculum, 

• is responsible for the results of the students, 

• performs the role of the mediator between the students and 

social norms, values and objectives, 

• unifies in the educational process 

• motivates, 

• stimulates cooperation, 

• evaluates, 

• creates environment, 

• mediates knowledge. 

What has been said so far concerns the role of the teacher in 

general. The following chapter will examine the role of the teacher as it 

is described in current educational theories. 

2.2 Educational Theories and Teacher's Roles 

Each educational theory is primarily defined by the roles of the 

teachers and learners and how it defines the relationship between these two 

factors as well as the attitude they have to the process of education 

itself. There are a number of factors that influence the educational 

process. However, those three mentioned above are the essential ones to 

form the theories. According to Y. Betrand16 there are seven main streams in 

current theories of education. The teacher plays a role in all of them, be 

it the role of a guide or somebody who does not interfere with the process 

at all. In some theories, e. g. the spiritual theories, the instructor's 

influence is denied. It is nevertheless necessary to realize that the 

instructor's role is always taken into account, even though it may be in 

the background. Thus we can see that the teacher's role definitely is a 

main factor defining a theory. Let us examine the theories that provide the 

teacher with ample space. 

16 Yves Betrand, Soudobe teorie vzdelavani {Praha: Portal, 1998}. 
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We will start with theories that have a very long tradition in 

education - they are academic theories, sometimes also called traditional, 

generalist, classical17
. They concentrate on the passing of general 

knowledge. The teacher is supposed to present the contents and the learner 

assimilates it. Academic theories count on the teacher's presentation of 

the knowledge that creates the basis of general education. They often 

emphasize the importance of high quality and the effort necessary for 

studies and work. Thus they pass on values such as discipline, 

perseverance, hard work, respect to tradition and democratic values and the 

sense of civil responsibility. These are basically theories defining those 

characteristics of general education that help the learner to become a 

cultured person. This belief that the learners are not cultured enough is 

one of the drawbacks of these theories. They often attack those pedagogical 

trends that level education down and refuse the hierarchy of values. 

Academic theories on the contrary try to develop unity, culture and 

educational development. They are often accused of traditionalism, 

elitarianism and propaganda of the ruling class values since this 

environment likes the idea of the nation's elite education. On the other 

hand, they are less elitist in the emphasis they put on the core subject 

studies. They require detailed professional preparation of the teachers. If 

we were to find a parallel between these theories and some language 

teaching methods, we would probably match them to the grammar-translation 

method, which builds on similar principles - the teacher is dominant, s/he 

is the source of information, learners represent empty vessels to be 

filled; it is very formal and one could say not practical. We will talk 

about methods in more detail further on because the position of the teacher 

varies from method to method and all methods are to a certain extent 

delimited in the way they define the teacher's role. 

17 The entire analysis of the educational theories presented in my paper is based on 
Bertrand's cited work. 
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Cognitive psychological theories 18 also provide the teacher with wide 

space but the learner also acquires more space; in academic theories, the 

learner was just a receiver of the knowledge from the teacher. Cognitive 

psychological theories study the development of cognitive processes and 

build on the fact that learners enter the educational process with some 

mental habits that the teachers can expand on. The teacher needs to count 

on the learning habits and processes as well as the existing knowledge of 

the learner. It is necessary to discover what knowledge the learner has, 

how they process information, whether their understanding is na~ve or 

spontaneous etc. It is important to foresee the conflicts of this 

information with the scientific knowledge presented at school. The learner 

needs help in the transition from one stage to the other, the scientific 

one. Here we can see that the role of the learner and the teacher are 

closely bound. The teacher is not a central figure of the theory but s/he 

is not in the back-ground. The teacher realizes who the learner is and 

approaches the learner individually, in contrast to the academic theories. 

Socio-cognitive theories extend the teacher's roles even more. They 

emphasize the importance of cultural and social factors in the educational 

process. Social and cultural interaction and context create the pedagogy. 

Advocates of this theory do not suggest changes in society (unlike social 

theories) but they emphasize that social and cultural factors affecting the 

learning process in schools need to be respected. So called cooperative 

teaching is probably the most wide-spread theory of this movement. The 

emphasis on the social dimension of the learning process is an 

unquestionable contribution of these theories. They show the importance of 

a number of social factors such as classmates' influence, how the teacher 

perceives the learner, the learner's perception of their own, the influence 

of the relationship with parents, society etc. They differ from the 

cognitive psychological movement in the emphasis they place on the social 

and cultural transaction between an individual and the environment. 

18 ef. ibid. 
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Cognitive psychological theories were a lot more interested in the 

processes happening in the brain. Let me repeat that the teacher is a 

central element, together with the learner and environment. 

Social theories go even further. The build on the principle that 

education needs to undergo transformation with a wider social dimension and 

that the main task of education is the transformation of society. Advocates 

of this trend insist that school as an institution has been surpassed. It 

is important to bear in mind everyday ecological, social and cultural 

crisis symptoms and react to them. The main mission of education is the 

preparation for such problem solving. The learner needs to gain tools to 

enable them to interfere with a given situation and change everyday 

reality. Theoreticians concentrate on topics such as social and cultural 

inequality, social and cultural heredity, different forms of segregation 

etc. It can be said that the teacher has a role of someone who is supposed 

to prepare the learners for life outside the classroom, who facilitates 

learning and creates the learning environment. If we try to match this 

theory to some language teaching techniques, we would probably choose task-

based learning or content-based learning. Besides those, we could also 

consider teaching a subject in a foreign language. The learner's primary 

interest can be something different but the learner acquires the foreign 

language by e.g. reading texts or problem solving in the foreign language. 

Here we are coming to two groups of theories that do not involve a 

teacher so much. First, there is a group of spiritual theories, which are 

one of the oldest educational trends 19
• There is no authority; there are the 

individuals in relation to others and the world. These theories stand aside 

from the others, specifically due to the lack of teacher-learner roles. 

They focus purely on the educational process and theory. Therefore, it is 

irrelevant to talk about the role of the learner or teacher. 

19 One needs to learn to break free from the visible world and exceed one-self in 
order to lift up to the spiritual level. One needs to become a part of the 
universe. The core of this pedagogy is not the development of the person but rather 
the relationships of the individual as a member of a larger whole. 

12 



The second group are personalist theories. They build on the concept 

of the human individual and the concepts of an individual's freedom and 

autonomy. The individual in the learning process must be the master of 

their own learning, they must guide it and use their own inner energy. The 

theories in this movement emphasize the teacher's task to facilitate 

learning, the learners' freedom, their interests and willingness to learn. 

In the sixties and seventies a number of alternative schools emerged. They 

were inspired by the appeal for the integral development of the learners. 

Education concentrated in the learner's personality emerged as a reaction 

to the systems that oriented too much toward teaching of concepts given in 

advance and used the method of one teacher presenting those concepts in 

front of a large group of learners in a traditional classroom setting. Most 

authors in objection to this approach criticized the small space given to 

the autonomy, subjectivity and personality of the learner (see the above 

described academic theories). The learner should teach him/herself. Let me 

repeat again, the teacher has space here, although delimited in negative 

terms. This approach corresponds to modern teaching methods, where the 

largest part of responsibility for the learning process passes on to the 

learners. A typical feature of these methods is learner's autonomy; the 

teacher represents a facilitator and a guide. 

The last trend that Bertrand mentions are technological theories. Let 

us examine those in more detail, since they will help us understand how the 

teaching process may be delimited without the presence of the teacher 

persona. Generally, they emphasize the development of information 

transmission using suitable technologies. The word technology has a wide 

meaning here: it involves procedures that we encounter in system approaches 

and education planning as well as didactic aids for communication and 

information processing such as computers, televisions, video, COs etc. The 

most recent tendencies involve multimedia, hypertext, interactive 

programmes etc. 

13 



These theories emphasize planning and organization of processes, the 

necessity to identify the student's target behaviour in advance, the use of 

communication technologies. They criticize the romantic and humanistic view 

of education that did not care about planning and organization enough2o • In 

my opinion, the supporters of technological theories criticized humanistic 

education probably only at the time of the largest 'boom' of technological 

processes and I absolutely disagree with the statement that humanistic 

theories do not plan or organize enough. The critics of the technological 

theories point out that this conception is rather narrow - it seems that 

the salvation of education lies merely in clear setting of the aims. 

The loss of control over the learning process on the side of the 

teacher is an important point in the teaching methodology. Using technology 

requires passing over the responsibility for the teaching process to more 

people, such as media specialist, education technology experts, pedagogic 

advisers, authors of didactic tests, cognitive psychologists etc., and 

other teaching materials. Hypermedia passes the control over the education 

process to the learners. All modern teaching methods call for learner 

autonomy and more learner initiative, which brings in various modifications 

to the originally dominant teacher role. We must not forget that all 

learning processes are somehow limited due to the fact of its actual taking 

place and the general character of the teacher and learner roles, which is 

related to the sociology of the classroom21
• 

Paradoxically, teachers started using technologies in order to 

gain greater control over the teaching process; this control however moved 

from them to the technology experts. This fact probably explains the 

subsequent return to more classical techniques of pedagogic communication, 

i.e. such techniques that enable to teacher to take control over the class. 

Additionally, we need to realize that using media in classroom has 

changed over the years. We can see media entering the teaching process, 

20 cf. Bertrand, op. cit. 
21 cf. Widdowson, op. cit. 181. 
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their partial taking over the teaching process, subsequent "shock" of 

teachers and withdrawal of technologies, coming to so far final combination 

of teacher's control using technologies as additional supporting material. 

That is what the situation looks like nowadays. 

In the twentieth century, the threat of technology appeared several 

times: in the 50's with Skinner and behaviorism that stood as the basis of 

programmed instruction, later with the audio-visual method and in the 70's 

with language laboratories. With all these new media, teachers seemed to be 

threatened by technology. However, in every case, time had shown that the 

position of the teacher is a solid one that cannot be jeopardized by 

technologies. 

So far, we have seen how the teacher is delimited in literature on 

teaching psychology and current teaching theories. In the following 

chapter, we will focus on the teacher as s/he is described in literature on 

teaching English as a foreign language. 

2.3 The Foreign Language Teacher 

Before moving on to 'methods, approaches, and styles,' or 

'techniques', a note on terminology will be useful. Cook22 summarizes 

attempts that have tried to define the term 'method' precisely and suggests 

using terms 'technique' to refer to the actual contact between teacher and 

student, and 'style' to refer to different combinations of techniques. He 

avoids using the term 'method' due to the different associations it carries 

due to the terminological inconsistencies. When I use the term 'method' in 

this diploma work, it refers to methods as described in Richards and 

Rogers' book Approaches and Methods in Language Teaching23 . They base their 

presentation on the distinction of methods, approaches, and techniques. In 

their concept, method is an 'umbrella term' for approach, design and 

procedure. Approach in their view would be the theoretical approach to 

22 cf. Cook, op. cit. 132. 
23 c f. Richards and Rogers, op. cit. 14. 
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language and its learning. Procedure represents actual specific techniques 

and strategies used in the classroom. Those stem from the theoretical 

assumptions, i.e. from approach. Design relates these two levels - the 

design of teaching materials relies on the approach and it also delimits 

the teaching strategies. Their concept is what I am going to adhere to in 

my work. 

During my search for a consistent overview of language teaching methods, I 

have come across a number of different views, which had a lot in common but 

differed in a number of ways as well. They usually point out that 

conceptualisation of methods is a difficult task and there is actually no 

consistent view of methods and approaches. Authors realise that grasping 

methods in a consistent way is probably impossible, partly due to the fact 

that even the authors or founders of the methods do not provide a 

sufficient theoretical base themselves or built their approaches on various 

differing bases, which makes any conceptualisation a rather difficult 

task24
• Some methods emphasize roles of teachers and learners but lack a 

theoretical basis on theory of language or theory of learning. Literature 

provides extensive information on approaches and methods in language 

teaching; however, the views are not in balance. The authors differ in 

emphasis, criticism, and methodology when describing the methods. They all 

try to present the techniques, objectives, strengths and weaknesses of the 

methods/styles. Nevertheless, in my opinion Richards and Rogers 25 provide 

complex and sufficient information on the roles of the teacher and the 

learners, which is crucial for this paper. 

In their book, Richards and Rogers thoroughly analyse methods; each chapter 

is dedicated to one method. However, the overview does not take into 

account how widely the methods have been used. Thus, two very popular and 

famous methods - grammar-translation and direct method, which are the basis 

for the development of other teaching methods and thus are remarkable - do 

24 cf. ibid. 88, 115, 144. 
25 ibid. 
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not form separate chapters and consequently, they do not even appear in the 

table of contents. Authors include them in the first chapter 'A brief 

history of language teaching'. On the other hand, peripheral methods, such 

as suggestopedia or community language teaching are thoroughly described in 

separate chapters, which in my opinion presents a distorted view of 

language teaching methods. I understand however that the authors have 

chosen a different perspective - a historical one, trying to map the 

development of teaching methodologies from the traditional ones to the 

modern and even peripheral ones. Each author applies different criteria on 

presenting teaching methods. Krashen, for instance, describes methods 

according to their attitude to grammar and the extent to which they provide 

'comprehensible input' 26. 

Unlike Richards and Rogers, Stern27 focuses on the most widely spread 

methods. He provides a separate section for both grammar-translation method 

and direct method, and besides these two he mentions four more methods. He 

concentrates on the widely used methods, unlike Richards and Rogers as 

mentioned above. The only weakness of his overview is that although some of 

the methods resemble or they are based one on the other, he presents them 

in separate sections. It is not clear why he separated audiovisual method 

from direct method, or cognitive theory from grammar-translation, when they 

actually built one on the other and have a lot in common; and why he then 

did not include any other methods. 

The most plausible overview is presented in Cook's Second language 

learning and language teaching28
• When one looks for a very comprehensible 

and concise overview of what he calls main 'styles' with their basic 

features, evaluation (in my opinion the most objective of all papers I 

mention here) and the type of learners that would find a given style most 

suitable, then Stern's paper is the most appropriate. Cook looks at methods 

26 cf. Stephen Krashen, Principles and Practice in Second Language Acquisition 
(Oxford: Pergamon Press, 1982). 

27 Stern, op. cit. 
28 Cook, op. cit. 
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from a different point of view. He actually does not speak about methods 

but about styles. He thinks that talking about styles makes more sense, as 

style can be a combination of different methods and strategies29
. In his 

view, the term 'style' is even broader than 'method', since he adds 

techniques to methods to create what he labels style. For example, the 

method that is generally known as grammar-translation creates the basis of 

what he calls academic style. Then what Stern calls cognitive theory would 

probably fall into this category as well. Next, he mentions audiolingual, 

social communicative, information communicative styles, and finally 

mainstream EFL style, which actually combines strategies from the 

previously mentioned styles and is thus suitable for any type of student. 

Mainstream EFL style seems to be the one that is defined most loosely due 

to the fact that it is the combination of various more precisely defined 

styles (using Cook's terminology again). He, however, points out that this 

is what we would probably find in most modern classrooms nowadays. In the 

final part he has a group of 'other styles' where he includes 

suggestopedia, community language learning etc. Subsequently, we get an 

idea of what is mainstream and what is peripheral rather than historical 

information. 

It is hard to say which method is the most suitable. Cook realizes 

this when he tries to match a method to an appropriate type of learner. 

Krashen believes that "the best method might also be the most pleasant" 30 

(in the context of Krashen's paper, however, this sounds like propaganda of 

his 'Natural Approach', whose main concern is low affective filter, i.e. 

the barriers which hinder the learning process such as stress, classroom 

atmosphere etc. Thus, Natural Approach emphasizes the 'pleasantness' in the 

learning process.) It is obvious that a particular method will always be 

judged on SUbjective criteria depending on particular circumstances -

class, teacher, learners etc. 

29 Cook, op. cit. 132. 
30 Krashen, op. ci t. 1. 
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What we would probably come across in language classrooms nowadays 

would be a mixture of methods, with tendencies to either more 'academic 

style' in Cook's words which would be 'cognitive' approach in Stern's 

words, or a tendency to the communicative approach. Or, most likely, we 

would see something which Cook labels 'mainstream EFL style'. 

Richards and Rogers point out that theoretical attempts to delimit 

and define methods precisely have failed due to the lack of solid 

theoretical foundation of some of the methods. The founders often do not 

provide enough theoretical bases for the description of their method. 

However, although sometimes it is difficult to specifically describe the 

theoretical basis on what each method stands, such the theory of language 

or theory of language learning, all methods undoubtedly relate to the 

teacher's role in some way. Some are totally dependent on the teacher as a 

source of knowledge and direction, others see the teacher as a catalyst, 

consultant or guide and model, and some methods try to 'teacher-proof' the 

instruction by limiting the teacher's initiative. Richards and Rodgers 

relate teacher roles in methods to: 

a) types of functions 

b) degree of control 

c) degree of responsibility for the content 

d) interactional patterns that develop between teachers and learners. 31 

With the development of language teaching, the roles of the 

teacher changed as well. Let us have a look at how the teacher's role 

developed in the history of language teaching. The methods as such will not 

be described in detail - only the features relevant to the change of the 

role of the teacher will be pointed out. 

In traditional methods such as grammar-transla~ion, the teacher 

played a central role: s/he is regarded as a source of knowledge for the 

students. In teacher-fronted classrooms, the teacher provided explanations, 

31 ef. Riehards and Rogers, op. ei t. 
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classes were taught in the students' mother tongue, with little active use 

of the target language. This method is often critisized for teaching about 

the language, not the language itself. Although this method is so widely 

criticised, and allegedly has no advocates 32
, it is still being practised in 

classrooms all over the world. One of the reasons may be the fact that it 

has very few demands on the teacher: the teacher does not have to be 

proficient in the language to teach it and also has absolute control over 

the language input and output, using the created coursebooks, relying on 

grammar and vocabulary exercises provided in the materials. The teacher 

acts mainly as a controller33
• 

As a reaction to the drawbacks of grammar-translation, movement that 

emphasized the importance of active use of the target language and the need 

to withdraw from translation arose. Teaching grammar becomes redundant, 

coursebooks are not recommended, language is learned through immersion, 

similarly to the first language. The consequence of this is high pressure 

on the teacher, who needs to have near-native competence of the language 

and needs to have a lot of energy and time to create materials for their 

students. We can see that although the two above mentioned methods are very 

different in the view of the instructional process, they still rely on the 

teacher strongly. However, we do see that the roles of the teacher changes 

here: the learner moves to the central focus of the instructional process 

and the teacher loses the control and gradually acquires the role of a 

prompter, guide, and organizer. 

The need for communicating in the target language was the key to the 

audio-lingual method. New material is presented in dialogues and drill is 

the main teaching technique in class. The teacher stands as a native-

speaker-like model for the students to listen to and mimic. Their role is 

32 cf. Richards and Rogers, op. cit., 5. For other criticism of grammar-translation 
see Stern, op. cit., Omaggio-Haddley, op. cit. 
33Jeremy Harmer, The Practice of Language Teaching (Harlow: Longman, 2001) 58. 
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central and active, they have to introduce material, harmonize and 

sus t ain 34
• 

With time, the need to communicative in the target language became 

one of the key terms in language teaching. The view of language as a 

structure changes. Language is no longer seen as a set of structures that 

need to be memorized or translated, language is regarded as a tool for 

communication that takes place in social and cultural contexts. The speaker 

needs to use the language creatively based on the communicative situation. 

It has proved that forming correct memorized sentences does not mean that 

the user is able to interact successfully in the target language. The 

phenomenon of Communicative Language Teaching arises in foreign language 

education. Learner gains more independence, teacher acts as a facilitator 

of the process, as a participant, organizer of resources, guide, 

researcher, assessor, manager 35. 

In some methods that are however rather peripheral, such as 

suggestopedia of community language learning, the teacher plays the role of 

a counsellor and psychologist. The teacher is asked mainly to create a safe 

environment for learning and development and react to the students' needs. 

Harmer points out that besides the roles teachers adopt in 

classrooms, they are also a kind of teaching aid themselves 36 : they serve as 

the language model for the learners and are supposed to provide the 

learners with comprehensible input, i.e. language that the learners 

understand but is slightly above their current competence 37
• Teacher as a 

model for the students to follow in their future use of the language is 

also pointed out by Common European Framework of Reference for Languages 38 

(CEF). The relevance of teachers' actions, reflecting their attitudes and 

34 cf. Richards and Rogers, op.cit. 57. 
35 c f. ibid. 62. 
36Harmer, op. cit. 64. 

37 This term was introduced by Stephen Krashen in his theory of Natural Approach to 
language instruction. Cf. Krashen, op. cit. 

38 
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (Council of Europe, 2001) 

144. 
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abilities in the environment for language learning stands out in CEF. CEF 

points out questions regarding the importance of both teaching skills and 

classroom management skills as well as teaching styles. Some of the key 

roles of a teacher as they were presented in the first chapter of this 

diploma thesis are mentioned in CEF, such as the ability to deal with 

individualisation within classes containing diverse learner types and 

abilities, the need to engage in action research and to reflect on 

experience. Teachers have to understand and be able to handle testing, 

assessment and evaluation. Additionally to skills related to classroom 

teaching in general, a language teacher has to teach sociocultural 

background information and presents inter-cultural attitudes and skills 

that may influence the learners and their own attitude to learning and the 

target culture. Interestingly, CEF points out the importance of developing 

"students' aesthetic appreciation of literature". 

The roles that are presented in CEF have already been discussed 

above with respect to various methods of teaching a foreign language: 

teacher as a facilitator, supervisor and element maintaining order, teacher 

as a monitor of work, teacher as an individual counsellor. The variety of 

roles presented in CEF confirms that the role of the teacher is a complex 

problem and accords with Cook's assumption that what we would see in a 

modern language classroom nowadays will probably be a mixture of various 

approaches and teaching strategies. 

From the above presented overview we can see that in the modern 

language classroom, the liberal roles of the teacher (facilitator, 

prompter, resource, participant etc.) stand out, as opposed to 

authoritative roles of the teacher (such as the one of a controller). In 

traditional methods, the teacher fulfilled mainly the authoritative roles. 

With the development of teaching methodology, these roles have moved to the 

background and the liberal roles gained prominence. 

All methods count with the teacher, the teacher plays an important 

part in all of them, performing a variety of different roles as we have 
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seen above. The teacher's role is one of the key factors in describing a 

method. However, in modern methodology, it is the learner who is being 

focused on. The learning process can possibly take place without a teacher 

but obviously, without the learner, it would not make any sense. It is the 

teacher and learner who define the type of interaction characteristic of 

classrooms in which a particular method is being used. 

There are a number of learner factors that have been studied in 

SLA research39
• The teacher should take the learner factors into account and 

try to help the students become better learners by positive influence on 

the factors that enter the learning process. Learner factors are often 

divided into cognitive and affective: cognitive factors are difficult or 

even impossible to change, they are e.g. intelligence, language aptitude, 

or learning style; affective ones, such as language attitudes, motivation, 

language anxiety are easier to influence. Knowing about learners and the 

factors that influence their learning might help the teacher organize and 

adapt the learning process for the particular group. Again, it is necessary 

to point out - in an ideal case. 

The emphasis on learner autonomy and more learner initiative 

naturally leads into modifications of the directive control on the part of 

the teacher. Nevertheless, there are certain constraining factors that must 

not be forgotten: 

1) All learning must be delimited in some way as a consideration of its 

happening at all; 

2) the sociology of the classroom and the nature of teacher - learner roles 

in general. 4o 

The process of learning will always need to be directed. According to 

Widdowson, the issue is not whether or not it should be subjected to 

39 For more detail on learner factors see e.g. D. Larsen-Freeman and M.H. Long, An 
Introduction to SLA Research (London: Longman, 1990) 153-218; Rod Ellis, The Study 
of SLA (Oxford: OUP, 1994) 467-560; R. Mitchell and F. Myles, Second Language_ 
Learning Theories (London: Arnold, 1998) 17-20; S.H. Gas and L. Selinker, SLA: An 
Introductory Course (Hillsdale, N.J.: Hove: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 1994) 232-
269. Most SLA research books have a chapter on learner factors. 
40 cf. Widdowson, op. cit. 181. 
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direction, because it always is, but what kind of direction is most 

ideologically desirable and most pedagogically effective. 41 This leads to 

the conclusion that the teacher is and probably will always be an active 

element in the learning process. 

By now, the roles of the teacher in classroom have been dealt 

with. The place of the teacher in e-learning will be discussed in the 

following chapter. 

2.4 Teacher in E-learning 

Before we move on to the teacher's role in e-learning, let us look at 

the e-learning process itself first. In 1980s, when relatively inexpensive 

personal computers first became available, computers entered the ELT world 

in a larger extend. The first CALL programs were mainly used for 

manipulating words and sentences, playing games with students, testing 

them, and giving them feedback on their performance. In 1990s CD-ROMs 

started becoming more and more popular in ELT.42 

Computers might have been thought to replace the teacher. However, 

with time it became clear that this assumption is unrealistic - the teacher 

simply cannot be replaced. The twentieth century showed the boom, the 

consequent recess and final settling in of the computer in language 

education. Initially, with the rise of technology in learning, the teacher 

was threatened for the first time. A relatively short period of time was 

enough to prove that technology may be a useful tool in instruction and can 

help learners in the learning process and possibly give them more autonomy. 

Nonetheless, it became clear that the computer will most likely never 

replace the teacher. Later on, with computers being used more commonly in 

everyday life and consequently in teaching as well, Computer Assisted 

Language Learning (CALL) became a common area in language teaching. 

However, we must not forget that the term CALL itself confirms the idea of 

41 ibid. 189. 
42 cf. Scott Windeatt, et. al., The Internet (Oxford: OUP, 2000) 5. 
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the teacher being the manager of the learning process: Hardisty and 

Windeatt define CALL as "the use of computers as part of a language 

courseu43
• It does not say that in CALL, the computer should be used for 

self-instruction (which is not excluded by the definition of course) but as 

a tool in the language learning process - and we could possibly add 'guided 

by a teacher'. Jones asserts that "it is argued that CALL should not be too 

closely associated with self-access or autonomy, and that teachers are 

needed to drive the CALL process u44
• Technology serves as a supplementary 

tool to the language learning process, it has not yet compensated and most 

likely will not compensate the teacher's roles. In the practical research 

we will see that the human factor is something irreplaceable in the 

educational process. As Hardisty and Windeatt argue, "the most important 

point to make is that computers are not very good at teaching by 

themselves. How effective computers are in the language classroom will 

therefore depend on the way the teacher and students use them, and in this 

respect are no different from any other medium. u45 

Along with computers, the Internet became a resourceful element in 

ELT. "A new era of CALL has begun. The early, unimpressive phase of 'drill 

and kill' has passed. u46 With the multimedia entering the learning process, 

the phenomenon of e-learning arose. There are a number of various 

definitions of the term e-learning. Prucha defines it as educational 

processes supported by the computer, usually using modern technology, in 

particular CD-ROM 47
• In her paper, Baresova suggests a simple but all-

covering definition: "E-learning is an educational process using 

information and communication technol ogyU48. The term e-learning appeared 

for the first time around the year 2000 in Great Britain. 49 Not 

43 cf. D. Hardisty and S. Windeatt, CALL (Oxford: OUP, 1989) 9. 
44 J.F. Jones, "CALL and the Responsibilities of Teachers and Administrators", ELT 
Journal, Vol. 55/4, October 2001: 360. 
45 Hardisty and Windeatt, op.cit. 8. 
46 Jones, op.cit. 361. 
47 J. Prucha, et. al., op.cit. 
48 Andrea Baresova, E-learning ve vzdelavani dospelych (Praha: Vox, 2003) 27. 
49 cf. ibid. 9. 
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surprisingly, different terms are used to describe using technology in the 

educational process. Terms such as on-line learning, web-based learning, e-

learning are used and all of them are rather loosely defined5o • The 

terminology in this area is something that will need to be unified in due 

course. 

E-Iearning had a similar fate as other "e-*"s, such as e-

business, e-books etc. At its emergence, it was accompanied by great 

excitement - opinions that schools and teachers will not be needed any 

. 
longer appeared. Nevertheless, after the failure of some projects and 

counting the high expenses, some thought it was useless. Neither of those 

extremes is right though. Like other tools, e-Iearning needs to be 

correctly taken and used51
• Time has shown that e-Iearning was not a mere 

ephemeral trend that would fall into oblivion after the initial boom. 

The e-Iearning process naturally has its pros and cons. From the 

student's perspective, some of the pros are: 

• higher effectiveness of instruction: courses are flexible and 

can be tailored to the user's needs; 

• any time availability: users can study any time and in different 

places (e.g. home, work, teaching centre); 

• individual approach to the user: the user is an active 

participant; 

• student-friendly learning environment 

• information is presented in modules: they are easy to follow 

and absorb, students can choose which one they want to study; 

modules are also easy to update when one becomes dated; 

• various options of testing; 

• same content for all students: in traditional courses different 

materials can be used, different teachers teach; 

50 cf. Monika Cerna, ICT in Teacher Education; Extending Opportunities for 
Professional Learning (Pardubice: PedFUK, 2003) 28. 
51 Baresova, op.cit. 
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• possibility to learn on a continuous and lifelong basis. 

There are however also limitations to e-learning. E-learning is 

flexible and can be tailored to the user's needs, yet some students may not 

find it suitable for them, such as elderly people or students that are 

visually or aurally impaired. Additionally, some preferred 

learning/teaching styles may be more compatible with the dynamics of 

distance learning formats 52
• Another drawback is that users are dependent on 

the access to hardware and software in order to fully exploit the functions 

of e-learning systems. Sometimes, the courses and different systems are not 

compatible. 

Baresova also points out that e-learning is not suitable for all types 

of trainings, namely those that require: 

practical approach to applying the knowledge 

quick decision-making 

cooperation with other members (or just visual contact) 

direct experience sharing with others 

constant communication and exchange of information or tangible 

objects 

perception of body language of the others 53
• 

Language classes definitely are a type of training that cannot be 

conducted solely bye-learning since it definitely requires communication 

with others as well as body language. The trainings with the above 

mentioned requirements can however utilize e-learning in their curriculum -

as language classes do. 

In foreign language instruction, the combination of teacher-guided 

face-to-face instruction and e-learning proved to be more effective than 

sole e-learning, probably due to the above mentioned pros and cons. Such 

52 
cf. David Fuller, "Internet Teaching by Style: Profilig the On-line Profesor", 

Educational Technology and Society, 3(2) 2000. 
53 

Margaret Rasulo, "Training the E-educator", CALL Review, October 2004: 5. 
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I combination is referred to as 'blended learning' . In his article54

, Sharma 

points out that even the term blended learning means different things to 

different people. It may be used to refer to the mix of course materials -

combination of classical materials with electronic resources; for others it 

means the combination of face-to-face instruction with various forms of e-

learning. In this paper, the term blended learning is used to refer to the 

latter, i.e. the combination of teacher-guided instruction in the classroom 

setting and e-Iearning as described above. Such combination offers both the 

advantages of e-Iearning and classical teacher-guided classroom instruction 

in order to overcome the cons of e-Iearning. So far, it seems the most 

effective use of e-Iearning in foreign language teaching. 

Broadbent (2002) distinguishes four types of e-Iearning55
: 

1. informal - web is accessed freely, for personal information 

retrieval; 

2. self-paced - accessing an on-line course and completing it in one's 

own pace; 

3. leader-led - involves support from a tutor or moderator; 

4. performance support tools - users gain help in performing a task with 

making use of software materials available on-line. 

According to the time and collaboration, there are two types of 

courses: asynchronous - available for the public, used in 'non-real time' 

and synchronous - these are usually a part of seminars where communication 

takes place in real time, such as in chats or conferencing56
• When searching 

for an English language e-course, we can find both types. The latter type 

seems closest to so called virtual classroom as V. Pravda describes in his 

paper Virtualni tfida - nejefektivnejsi e-Iearning57
• 

54 cf. Peter Sharma, 
44 (5) 2006: 59. 

"Embedding on-line acti vi ties", English Tea ching Professional, 

55 cf. ibid. 
56 Baresova, op.cit. 70. 

57 Vaclav Pravda, "Virtualni 
vzdelavani dospelych, ed. A. 

tfida - nejefektivn~jsi e-learning," E-learning ve 
Baresova (Praha: Vox, 2003) 97. 
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I What we have said so far again confirms the idea of the teacher being 

the key figure in an effective learning process. In previous chapters we 

have seen the roles of the teacher in different theories. What is the role 

of the teacher in e-learning? Before I try to answer this question, let me 

point out that, not surprisingly, the terminology in this new area is far 

from being consistent. The term teacher is not so frequently used, probably 

due to its reference to a classical classroom setting. Instead, terms such 

as on-line tutor, on-line instructor, e-coach, e-educator, e-teacher are 

used58 • In my paper, I am going to adhere to the term "tutor" to make the 

distinction between 'teacher' for the classical classroom setting and 

'tutor' for e-learning. 

In my search for the tutor's role in e-learning, I came across a 

number of books on using computers and Internet in and outside the 

classroom59
• Many of them are published in the edition Resource books for 

teachers and are designed to be used by teachers to supplement their 

classes, rather than for students to study on-line independently. Some 

authors 6o provide the teacher with guidelines, activities and practical 

ideas to be used in classrooms, including some useful websites to look for 

; 

material. Literature on e-learning and the role of the tutor seems to be 

rather scarce if we do not rely solely on the source of information so 

frequently referred to in this paper, i.e. the Internet, where an enormous 

amount of articles on the tutor roles and tips to become a professional one 

can be found. 

As I have mentioned above, the Internet has become a possible 

alternative to traditional teaching to those who are unable to attend face-

to-face courses. A great asset of technology supplementing traditional 

courses is meeting the needs of different learning styles. With the arising 

58 cf. CernA, op. cit. 51, Rasu10, op.cit. 7. 
59 

Let me name some that are available in Czech bookshops and libraries: Dede 
Teeler, How to Use the Internet in ELT (Pearson Education Limited, 2000); Gavin 
Dudeney, The Internet and the Language Classroom (Cambridge: CUP, 2000); Scott 
Windeatt, op.cit.; Hardisty and Windeatt, op.cit. 
60 , 

e.g. Dudeney, Op.Clt. 
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of CALL and e-Iearning, the teacher profession is facing a great challenge. 

Educators are aware that on-line teaching alone does not suffice but also 

realize that e-Iearning is not supposed to mimic the classroom but to 

deliver education that is just as effective and worthwhile for the learner 

as in the familiar and well-established face-to-face setting. 

There are a number of duties and activities the tutor has to fulfill. 

I used Berge's61 categorization of conditions for successful online tutoring 

into four areas and completed with some more details based on Rasulo and 

Cerna 62 in order to receive a more complex picture of the area. Note that 

the borderline between the categories is not sharp and some of the 

conditions fall into more categories: 

1. pedagogical 

manage discussions, use questions and probes 

present interactive activities to compensate the isolation in e-

learning 

motivate 

encourage the participants to choose their own learning paths -

here, autonomy and lear~er centredness are emphasized; tutor works as a 

facilitator and the learner is responsible for the ultimate choice 

provide feedback 

write short open-ended comments 

grouping techniques, pacing techniques 

2. social 

be ready to counsel and support on-line 

nurture personal on-line identities - in order to compensate the lack 

of "personal touch ff 

deal sensibly with learners 

3. managerial 

set objectives 

61 Z.L. Berge, "Facilitating Computer Conferencing. Recommendations from the Field", 
Educational Technology, 35(1): 22-30. 
62 Rasulo, op.cit., Cerna, op.cit. 
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manage discussions (pedagogical condition as well) 

provide feedback, respond promptly (pedagogical condition as well) 

encourage, request, and monitor participation 

establish a timetable 

avoid message overload 

summarize and weave comments at regular intervals 

4. technical: 

provide a flexible framework for the content, providing limited 

technical support 

be ready to counsel and support on-line 

This overview clearly shows the overlap of the roles of the teacher in 

traditional instructions and e-Iearning. Teachers also have to acquire 

skills in all four above stated areas. Some duties are more crucial for e-

learning than for traditional setting due to the nature of distance 

education, such as motivating or encouraging participation, although these 

are important in classroom as well. 

In her paper, Cerna presents tutor's roles in "Classification of the 

Roles of an Online Tutor" where she summarized her research on tutor's 

roles 63 
: 

• Technologist 

• Manager 

• Co-learner 

• Designer 

• Knowledge-expert 

• Researcher 

• Facilitator 

• Assessor 

• Adviser/Counsellor 

63 Cerna, op.cit. 69. She summarizes the works of Berge (1995), Higgison (2000), 
Mason (1991), Harasim (1997) Co11ins and Berge (1997), Rowntree (1999), Cox et al. 
(2000) . 
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I • Tutor 

• Mentor 

When we compare the roles and skills of a teacher in the classroom and 

the roles of the tutor in e-learning, we notice that they correlate. The 

most outstanding skills of the tutor were managing the 'virtual classroom' 

as well as technical skills such as providing technical support and being 

ready to counsel on-line. The most prominent role of the tutor in contrast 

to the teacher would be the one of technologist. The others, e.g. 

facilitator, assessor, mentor etc. would apply both to the teacher and the 

tutor. We can conclude by stating that the tutor has roles very similar to 

the teacher but needs additional skills, specific to the nature of the 

educational process transmitted on-lin~. 

2. Comparison of Coursebooks 

2.1 Introduction 

In order to demonstrate the role of the teacher in e-learning in more 

depth, we are going to examine how the presence or absence of the teacher 

is dealt with in some teaching materials. All courses use some teaching 

materials and the choice and use of them are also key to methods. For 

example, grammar-translation method relies on material strongly. On the 

other hand, in direct method, the book was replaced by the teacher and the 

materials created by him/her. 

We are going to compare and contrast three rather different 

coursebooks: first, we will look at New Headway Pre-Intermediate 64 
- a 

textbook designed for classroom use, counting on the presence of the 

teacher; then we will compare it to one aimed at self-learners - Anglictina 

pro samouky, which is designed for complete beginners and leads the learner 

64 J. Soars and L. Soars, New Headway Pre-Intermediate, (Oxford: OUP, 2000). 
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to higher levels of language competence, thus, we get a sample of pre

intermediate material as well. The third text I chose actually is not a 

coursebook in the proper sense - it is a part of an on-line course Net 

Languages, Pre-Intermediate. Such a 'coursebook' stands somewhere in 

between the former two. In each course, I have chosen three units with the 

theme of travelling and comparing the content and approach of each book: 

how they treat the topic, what the sections in each unit are, how different 

skills are developed, what the language point is, etc. I will point out the 

differences and similarities between these three types of texts and also 

analyse how they relate to the teacher. 

At first sight it may seem that the three 'coursebooks' I chose for 

the comparison are incomparable. Nevertheless, let me point out again that 

the aim of such comparison is primarily to contrast the materials and 

mainly focus on how the teacher is dealt with in very different materials. 

Let me explain the choice of the materials for the analysis. I wanted to 

choose coursebooks that are easily accessible and fairly known among 

students and teachers. Headway is a typical example of a textbook that is 

widely used in modern classrooms worldwide. I dare to say that most 

language schools would have a copy of one of the textbooks in Headway 

series. There are a number of self-instructional materials to study English 

with. The reason for choosing Cestina pro samouky by Kollmannova is that it 

is still available and has been reprinted many times and that it was 

designed for the Czech speaking audience and the use of mediating language 

is one of the features of self-instructional material and we will see how 

it helps compensate the absence of the teacher. Contrasting those two books 

that are so different from each other will help us understand the 

importance of the target instructional setting and the features specific to 

it. The analysis will demonstrate how a coursebook for classroom use 

(Headway) deals with the assumption that the teacher will work with the 

material and present it to the class. Subsequently, the techniques used in 

self-instructional material in order to help the learner overcome those 
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difficulties stemming from the absence of contact with the teacher will be 

pointed out in contrast to a book used in a classroom setting. The role of 

the teacher will be finally analysed in Net Languages course, which will 

demonstrate the roles of the teacher in e-learning specifically with 

tangible examples from a course currently available on-line. The previous 

contrast of Headway and Anglictina pro samouky will help us see the 

position of teacher-guided e-Iearning course among other, more widely used, 

teaching materials and will help us understand the specifics of the 

teacher's roles in such type of instruction. 

Initially, before comparing and contrasting the coursebooks, an 

independent analysis of the coursebooks will be presented in order to 

understand the objectives and content of these materials. The coursebooks 

will be assessed against two criteria. The first criterion will be a more 

general one, based on one of the modern foreign language teaching theories: 

Omaggio-Haddley,65s 'proficiency-oriented classroom' where she defines a 

'good coursebook', i.e. one that would be suitable for a proficiency-

oriented classroom. The second one concerns the role of the teacher more 

specifically - we will assess how suitable this particular coursebook is 

for self-learners, i.e. to what extent it relies on the presence of the 

teacher or to what extent and how the teacher is compensated for. I used 

criteria given by Leslie Dickinson in Self-instruction in Language 

Learning 66 . 

A 'good coursebook' according to Omaggio-Haddley should include 67
: 

1. Contextua1ised language-practice activities 

2. Personalised and creative practice activities 

3. Suggestions for group work and active communicative interaction 

650mmagio-Haddley, op.cit. 
66 Dickinson, op. ci t. 
670mmagio-Haddley, op.cit. 484. 
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4. Authentic language exercises, readings, and dialogues, abundant 

realia throughout the text, integrated with language-practice 

activities 

5. Functional/notional concepts, ample opportunities to practice a 

range of tasks using these concepts 

6. Clear and concise grammatical explanations 

7. Appealing topics, themes, readings, and activities that respond to 

the needs and interests of students 

8. Cultural material integrated with language-practice activities 

Coursebooks designed for self-learners should have all the features of 

other quality materials for foreign language teaching: they should be 

interesting, comprehensible, they should offer a variety of activities etc. 

Additionally, coursebooks for self-learners also need to include the 

following: 'clear objectives; meaningful language input; exercise materials 

and activities; flexibility of materials; learning instructions; language 

learning advice; feedback and tests; advice about record keeping; reference 

materials; indexing; motivational factors; advice about progressions,68. 

From this list, it is clear that good material for self-learners 

compensates the teacher to a large extent. When we compare what roles 

teachers are assigned in teaching theories and methods, what roles the 

teachers assigned to themselves in the survey I carried among English 

teachers and the above listed features, we can see some parallels: teachers 

should set objectives, plan the curriculum, motivate, evaluate, provide 

knowledge and information, create safe learning environment etc. It is 

clear that a good coursebook for self-learners must compensate these 

teacher's roles as much as possible. We will see later on that this is not 

an easy task at all. 

68 Dickinson, op.cit. 80. 
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Apparently, there is no ideal student or ideal teacher, neither is 

there an ideal coursebook due to the nature of the learning process and all 

the various factors that enter it and that simply cannot be foreseen by the 

coursebook writers. However, there are still a number of arguments in 

favour of using a coursebook69
: Coursebooks provide a clear framework of 

where the course is going and often they serve as the syllabus as well -

they comprise a carefully planned and balanced selection of language 

content. They are an excellent resource of ready-made and level appropriate 

texts, which saves time for the teachers. Coursebooks can also decrease 

expenses because the materials are readily available to the learners and 

the teacher does not have to search for all the materials and photocopy or 

print them. Having all the materials bound and in one package is 

convenient, a coursebook is easily stacked and carried around. It does not 

depend on hardware or a supply of electricity. For teachers who are not 

sure of their knowledge of the language or methodology, a coursebook can 

support and guide them. Finally, the learner has a sense of achievement; 

they can monitor their own progress and also use the book at home, not 

depending on the teacher. "A learner without a coursebook is more teacher-

dependent. 70" 

Naturally, there are also arguments against coursebooks. Learners have 

different interests and their own learning needs. No single coursebook can 

supply all of them and some of the topics in the coursebook may be boring 

or irrelevant to a particular class. A coursebook has a set structure and a 

chosen approach, which can limit a teacher's creativity and initiative. 

Some teachers rely on the book too much and this can lead to mere mediating 

of the content, instead of tailoring the lessons to the specific needs of 

the class. Although there are some limitations of course, we have seen that 

69 This selection of arguments is taken from Penny Ur, A 
Teaching: Practice of Theory (Cambridge: CUP, 1997) 184. 
70 Ur, op.cit. 184. 

Course in Language 
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there are more advantages than disadvantages in using a coursebook, which 

undoubtedly supports the use of a coursebook in the instruction. 

2.2 New Headway Pre-Intermediate 

The first coursebook we will look at is New Headway Pre-Intermediate 

by Liz and John Soars. The reason why I chose Headway as the representative 

of a classical classroom coursebook is its wide international use. I 

personally believe that there is no English teacher who would not know the 

Headway series. It is a multi-level course, ranging from Beginner to 

Advanced levels. The Student's Book is accompanied by a Teacher's Book with 

extra photocopiable material, a Teacher's Resource Book, two Class 

Cassettes/COs, a Workbook, and an optional Student's Workbook Cassette/CD. 

Headway Pre-Intermediate Video and Headway Pre-Intermediate Pronunciation 

are also available. 

It is obvious that students receive their Student's Book and the 

teacher is expected to guide them through. What are the learners provided 

with in the Student's Book? Firstly, there is a table of contents with two 

subtitles: Language Input and Skills Development. The table of contents is 

further divided into columns: under Language Input we find Grammar, 

Vocabulary, Everyday English; in the Skills Development part there are the 

four language skills: Reading, Speaking, Listening, and Writing which 

refers to the Workbook. There are fourteen units altogether. The table of 

contents also refers to four Stop and Check sections, the first three after 

every fourth unit, the fourth one after the final two units. These are 

however not in the Student's Book but in the Teacher's Book. This fact 

makes me wonder about the purpose of such reference - is it to warn the 

student about a possible test or remind them to review what they have 

studied so far? They are not reminded in the book itself and the students 

are not likely to check the table of contents regularly. If the sections 

are not in the students' book, why are they referred to? I understand why 

the Writing is included although it is only in the Workbook: One reason can 
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be to present all the four skills at once. Another reason might be that 

students are expected to have the Workbook as well as the Student's Book, 

and therefore this reference makes sense. The only reason I see is the 

attempt at completeness of the table of contents as it also includes 

reference to the Wordlist in Teacher's Book, besides the following sections 

that are included in Student's Book: Tapescripts, Grammar Reference, List 

of Irregular Verbs, Verb Patterns, and Phonetic Symbols. 

Each of the fourteen units starts with a Starter that helps to lead 

into the theme of the unit by reviewing previously learnt vocabulary and/or 

grammar. The unit then follows with presentation of new material. The 

authors chose inductive approach to grammar and believe that students 

should discover the rules on their own with the help of material presented 

in context, completing exercises and a blue box titled Grammar Spot that 

has some tasks and questions to help the student discover the rules. The 

bottom line in the box refers to the Grammar Reference at the back with 

specific page numbers relating the particular grammar point. Grammar is 

presented clearly and concisely. I appreciate the Grammar Reference being 

related to throughout the book together with the Grammar Spot. 

It needs to be said that most coursebooks available in the ELT market 

regard grammar as the key to learning the language, together with 

vocabulary and skills development and Headway obviously is one of them. We 

come across features of functional/notional approach71 in New Headway Pre-

Intermediate in the Everyday English section and include e.g. telling the 

time or giving directions about town. 

Language skills are developed and grammar and vocabulary are 

practised in a variety of exercises ranging from restricted ones, such as 

matching beginnings and endings, filling in the gaps, true or false 

71 Functional approach is based on functions, i.e. the purposes for which you use 
English, e.g. suggesting, inviting, disagreeing, expressing interest. To express a 
specific function, certain exponents are needed, e.g. suggesting: Shall we ... ? 
Let's ... Why don't we ... ? A course with a functional approach is a sequence of 
fUnctions and their exponents. It does not present grammar as a graded sequence, as 
for example in the structural-situational approach. 
Cf. www.macmillandictionary.com/glossaries/glossaryd_f.htm. 
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exercises, to freer tasks, such as completing sentences with your own ideas 

or answering questions that refer to personal experience and opinions. This 

is by no means a complete list of the different exercise types. The variety 

is wider and definitely fulfils the criteria of contextualised language-

practice activities, personalised and creative practice activities, and 

authentic language exercises, readings, and dialogues. I have seen other 

textbooks with more personalised and authentic activities, e.g. Inside Out 72 

series, but I find the amount in Headway sufficient. 

The Everyday English section provides the student with practical 

language that one is likely to use outside the classroom when travelling or 

dealing with people speaking English. These situations include a hotel, a 

shop, directions, doctor, telephoning etc. Besides this practical every-day 

language, some units present cultural information in the texts, e.g. Living 

in the USA, which is, however, not very frequent. This leads us to the 

criterion of appealing topics, themes, readings, and activities that 

respond to the needs and interests of students. Assessing this criterion is 

very sUbjective and will differ from classroom to classroom, student to 

student. In my opinion, however, this is the weakness of the Headway 

series: I find some of the text rather irrelevant to the students needs. 

Students benefit from materials that are both engaging and useful. 

Nevertheless, I agree with Omaggio-Haddley that cultural material 

integrated with language-practice activities are one of the key features of 

a good coursebook. Therefore, I myself would replace texts such as The 

vicar who's a ghostbuster or A funny way to earn money by texts referring 

more specifically and explicitly to the target culture. Apparently, the 

authors try to appeal to younger learners and they probably believe that 

such texts may increase the interest of some students and motivate them. 

However, other students may find such texts dull and irrelevant and, 

Subsequently, these students may lose interest. On the other hand, 

72 
S. Kay and V. Jones, Inside Out Intermediate (Oxford: Macmillan Publishers 

Limited, 2000). 
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information about target culture should be of interest to anyone learning a 

foreign language. What I previously said about the lack of appropriate 

cultural material confirms this belief. 

It does not make much sense to evaluate Headway as a book for 

self-learners since it has not been designed to be used in such setting. 

Yet, this book fulfils some of them anyway, e.g. the table of contents may 

be regarded as setting the objectives, the indexing between the units and 

Grammar Reference seems to be efficient; there are some other reference 

sections; tests are available. What I would like to point out is that some 

of the criteria set by Oickinson should apply to any coursebook, not only 

one for self-learners. For example, I would expect any coursebook to be 

able to help learners become better learners by giving tips on how to 

learn, keep record, progress etc. It is a pity that many books do not do 

this 73
• Let me give an example of what I mean. There is a unit on Do's and 

Don'ts teaching the function of giving advice using should/shouldn't. The 

reading and speaking section presents a problem page where students are 

supposed to give advice to people writing a letter to an advice column in a 

magazine. One of the activities could be trying to give advice on how to 

learn vocabulary or practise English more often. It would serve the purpose 

of practising the structure of a modal verb and infinitive to give advice 

and at the same time, it would help the students in the respect of learning 

how to learn. In fact, even books for self-learners do not usually help 

them become better learners, nor do they give tips to keep records, which 

is in my opinion a pity. 

2.3 Anglictina pro samouky 

The book I have chosen as a representative of a coursebook designed 

for self-learners Anglictina pro samouky 74 by L. Kollmannova fulfils the 

criteria of a book for self-instruction, although only to a certain degree. 

73 An example of giving advice on learning in the text of a coursebook is S. 
CUnnigham and P. Moor, Cutting Edge Pre-Intermediate (Harlow: Longman, 1998) 23-29. 
74 Ludmila Kollmannova, Anglictina pro samouky (Praha: Leda, 1997). 
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In the Introduction, the author explains that this book was designed mainly 

for self-learners, what they should achieve, how the book is structured. 

The objective is two-fold: to learn to communicate in every-day situations 

and learn to listen to and understand spoken language. An important feature 

is the key where the user can find translations of the first nine texts, 

cultural notes, and answers to exercises. Additionally, there are tables 

with British and American currencies and some conversion tables, a 

bilingual wordlist and proper nouns list. The user can also use a tape with 

recording to the texts and exercises. Introductory notes to English 

pronunciation are the final part of the introduction to the book. 

The Introduction also gives instructions to use the book: it presents 

some tips on how to keep vocabulary and how to learn the words and phrases 

(e.g. users are encouraged to write the words in sentences that they make 

themselves). There is a note on how difficult it is to learn a foreign 

language and the importance of constant every-day studying and revision. 

This is very useful since it transfers the responsibility for the learning 

process to the learner, which is obvious in a self-instructional context 

but it is useful to remind the learner of this right at the start. I would 

find it practical to present some advice in the actual units of the book as 

well. As I suggested above, some of the tips should be a part of the lesson 

material. This might also be one of the motivational factors - I suspect 

that some users will not even read the introduction carefully and would 

appreciate some advice on a regular basis to keep them motivated. There is 

actually not much that a coursebook can do to motivate learners: The layout 

should be attractive as well as clear, pictures might be helpful, coloured 

pictures could possibly add some spark. The themes should appeal to 

potential users. There should be enough variety of exercises and an 

appropriate amount of them. In a classroom course, the teacher fulfils the 

role of the motivator. In a coursebook, it needs to be the author of the 

book in the text. In my opinion, the authors of books for self-instruction 

often forget such a great need. 
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Kollmannova sets objectives and gives some advice in the introduction 

ly not later in the text. The topics she chose are what we generally on , 

expect and find in coursebooks and what she promised in the introduction: 

every-day topics that people are likely to encounter, such as family, 

travel, shopping, party, hobbies, restaurant etc. The overview of the 

topics is presented in the table of contents, together with the grammar 

points and pronunciation that will be introduced in each unit. No 

functions, no specific information about the vocabulary or skills are 

mentioned. Obviously, the author's approach to language is very structural. 

This contradicts the introduction where it seems that there will be 

emphasis on communication and, for me personally, was a bit disappointing 

to find out that grammar has so much value in the book. 

Each unit starts with an introductory text that presents the 

grammar points that will be taught in the unit (there is usually more than 

one). Therefore, the language of the texts is not sufficiently realistic: 

we definitely do not come across texts that would be adapted from English 

magazines, brochures and other authentic sources. However, the fact that 

the texts present the grammar point in a context makes the language input 

meaningful and perhaps the user will use the language in the text as a 

model for their own talks in English in the future. In some units, there 

are additional texts at the end of the unit presenting some cultural 

information. Such sections create an ideal opportunity to incorporate some 

authentic language. However, they again seem to have been written for the 

book. Thus, the user is not exposed to a sufficient amount of realia. 

The introductory text is followed by a bilingual wordlist with 

pronunciation of the words and a section with important phrases. I find the 

bilingual list useful - the user does not have to look every new word up in 

a dictionary and students at lower levels of English usually prefer 

bilingual dictionaries. The explanation of grammar points are also in 

Czech. I do not think that there is any other more suitable option for a 

self-instructional coursebook. It can be frustrating for a student when 
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they do not understand the explanations and at the beginner level the 

metalanguage is hard to simplify. Although the inductive approach is 

popular and I am an advocate of it myself, I agree that for a self-learner, 

the explanations should be as explicit as possible. Yet, I think that the 

inductive approach could have at least been attempted. Similarly to what 

e.g. Headway does - the text presents a new grammar point, then simple 

exercises are provided to help the learner discover how the rule works. 

Questions to check the concept of the rules and explanations of the grammar 

point in Czech as well would be appropriate and helpful. 

Additionally, it would be useful to supply the user with English 

instructions to exercises as well. Throughout the whole book they are 

solely in Czech. This is understandable at the earlier units but later on 

bilingual instructions would help the learner practice the language in the 

context of commands. Why not expose the learner to the target language in 

such a realistic and useful context? When the instruction says Odpovidejte 

na otazky v textu, there could easily be Answer the questions to the text. 

I do not see any obstacle to do this. The key also translates the first 

nine texts into Czech, so bilingual instructions could also start with unit 

10. 

After the introductory text and vocabulary, section Vyslovnost a 

pravopis comes. There are usually two points focused on, e.g. "pln~ a 

stazen~ tvary pomocn~ho slovesa have" and "intonace pridatnych otazek" with 

three exercises on average to practise. Most of them are recorded on the 

tape for the learner to follow. The attention that is paid to pronunciation 

is very helpful for someone who studies English without feedback from the 

teachers and/or the peers. Nevertheless, even the best recording will not 

replace the feedback from the teacher. Nowadays, there are learning 

computer programmes 75 where the learner can listen to a native speaker, then 

record him/herself and compare to the original. This however, does not work 

in a traditional coursebook for self-learners and therefore the fact that 

75 For example Leda publishers offer a multimedia course Tell me more. 
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pronunciation practice is given ample space in Anglictina pro samouky needs 

to be appreciated. 

In the part following Vyslovnost a pravopis, Mluvnice a cviceni are 

presented. There are usually between three and eight (!) grammar points in 

each unit with three to five exercises to practise. It is obvious that for 

such an excessive amount of language points, there is not a sufficient 

amount of practice. The types of exercises are e.g. fill in the blanks, 

answer the questions, ask questions, correct the factual mistakes. We can 

see that these are very restricted activities and the user is not asked to 

be creative. The reason might be the limitations of feedback in the key. 

The disadvantage of every key to the exercises is the limitation to only 

one correct answer, without explaining why this particular answer is 

acceptable and another is not. In reality, however, students' answers that 

are not in the key are often acceptable as well. When creating the 

exercises, the author's must form the task in order to avoid ambiguity. In 

case of using an electronic coursebook, the importance of unambiguity is 

even higher since the answer is either correct or incorrect and every 

single character in a word makes a significant difference. Nonetheless, 

even though the key cannot provide feedback on the students' written or 

spoken work, creativeness could have at least been attempted, even at the 

cost of not being able to provide any feedback. The only freer practice is 

answering questions in limited role-play (usually only saying sentences or 

sentence transformations) and answering questions supplying additional 

information. 

The final part of each unit are Souhrnna cviceni that review material 

from the unit, not only the grammar and vocabulary, but also the 

pronunciation and the introductory reading. The final exercise is a test 

followed by a scoring table. After every fifth lesson, a review unit helps 

the learner to fix what has been covered previously. 

We have seen that Anglictina pro samouky meets the standards of a book 

suitable for self-learners despite some deficiencies that may cause a 
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problem even for a potential user, such as too much language to be covered 

in one unit with the lack of sufficient practice or not enough reference 

material. From what was said so far, it is clear that Kollmannova is an 

advocate of the traditional grammar-translation method and the assessment 

against the proficiency-oriented classroom would not serve the coursebook 

righe 6
• 

2.4 Net Languages 

Somewhere in between these books stands the Net Languages e-learning 

course. It was primarily designed for self-instruction but the user may and 

is recommended to consult a tutor with the work they have completed in each 

unit of the course. Thus, the benefits of both self-instruction, such as 

own pace, no need to travel etc., and a teacher-led course are combined. 

Let us look at the structure of the course. Each unit starts with a 

short introduction stating what the user will learn about, e.g. In this 

unit you will learn about exploring with a summary what will be included in 

the fifteen sections of the unit. The particular sections are: 1. start, 2. 

reading, 3. vocabulary, 4. grammar, 5. listening, 6. test, 7. chat, 8. 

tutorial 1, 9. takeaway english, 10. pronunciation, 11. net search, 12. 

writing, 13. tutorial 2, 14. review, 15. feedback. The content is briefly 

characterized and each number is accompanied by an icon symbol, e.g. 

headphones for listening, which makes the 'table of contents' look more 

appealing as well as clear. 

The starter leads in the theme with several activities activating the 

user's knowledge of and interest in the theme. These are short and easy, in 

order to 'warm up' the user and introduce the topic. When texts are 

76 Obviously, the criteria of proficiency-oriented approach are based on a 
dramatically different concept. I am not trying to present Omaggio-Haddley's point 
as the ideal. For criticism of such approach see e.g. J.E.L. Gasparro, "The_ 
Proficiency Movement: Current Trends and View to the Future", The Learning and 
Teaching of Slavic Languages and Cultures, ed. O. Kagan and B. Rifkin (Indiana: 
Slavica Publishers, 2000). 
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included, they are short and simple and the task that goes with them is not 

complicated. The short introduction is followed by texts in the reading 

section. Those are longer and include more complex language. The words that 

are expected to cause problems to the user are hyperlinked to a dictionary. 

This is very convenient: when the reader does not know the word, slhe can 

simply click on it and a dictionary entry helps them understand. It is very 

quick and straightforward - dictionaries provide multiple meanings and may 

confuse the reader, especially on lower levels. This limitation of 

dictionaries in classic textbooks is sometimes compensated for by attaching 

a dictionary that has been designed to accompany the particular book and 

provides only the specific information the user needs. However, the need to 

take the dictionary out and leaf it can not, in this case, be avoided. 

The reading text is followed by four or five various exercises 

requiring both intensive and extensive reading (or skimming and scanning), 

including ordering events, ticking what has been mentioned in the text, 

true or false exercises. The score appears at the end of the section. If 

the reader needs to read the text again, they can click on the reading icon 

at the top and thus return to the text easily. 

The vocabulary section refers to the reading and extends the theme. 

The unit on travel presents equipment for travelling and time expressions 

with a number of exercises to practise. The user can click to see the 

Correct answers. If slhe needs more information on time expressions, they 

can again use a hyperlink to the Grammar Reference. Similarly to the 

dictionary entry, the handiness of the Grammar Reference makes it easy and 

convenient to use. From my experience, most traditional textbooks have 

grammar reference sections but they are not used in class very frequently, 

neither for homework. The fact that the relevant section is available 

through a single click supports its frequent use. 

The vocabulary section refers the user to the grammar reference only 

for additional information on a topic that is treated lexically. The actual 

grammar section (section 4) however presents a new theme, not the one that 
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was introduced in the vocabulary section. The inductive approach to 

learning grammar is applied. First, the language is presented in context 

and the users complete a simple task to show them how the language is used. 

subsequently, a more linguistic task is presented where the users have to 

be able to think about the language more abstractly, e.g. they have to 

decide whether a sentence is active or passive, which requires certain 

knowledge of how language works and ability to apply abstract concepts. In 

my opinion, this can be a hard task especially for people who have not 

studied any foreign language before (or are on a lower level of the 

language competence). The third task relates to the reading again and shows 

sample sentences and concept checking questions for the user to discover 

the rules on their own. For more information on the given structure, they 

can link to the Grammar Reference again. There are around eight exercises 

(including the guided discovery) to practise the structure starting with 

easier restricted ones such as clicking sentences fitting a context as well 

as more complex ones, e.g. completing a text with words and phrases from 

memory. Such progression is logical and helps the user build confidence 

when proceeding further in the unit. The variety of exercises and their 

amount is sufficient. 

The listening revolves around the umbrella topic of the unit, e.g. 

exploration, and extends it. Two tasks, one requiring extensive listening 

(such as putting pictures in order) and the other requiring intensive 

listening (e.g. find examples of passive, here it refers to the previous 

grammar section) help develop listening skills. Finally, the transcript can 

be viewed by clicking on an icon. I have mentioned that grammar reference 

sections in traditional textbooks are often neglected in classrooms and I 

am convinced that tapescripts should be exploited more as well. Gairns and 

Redman note in the preface to their Natural English77 textbook that 

tapescripts are usually buried somewhere at the back of the book and they 

decided to have a special listening booklet with tapescripts and extra 

77 
R. Gairns and S. Redman, Natural English Intermediate (Oxford: OUP, 2002). 
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taskS that accompany the listening exercises in the book. They are intended 

for optional use in or outside class. This approach is, however, quite 

unique. 

At this point, a test on what has been covered so far follows. Both 

vocabulary and grammar are tested in a multiple choice exercise. I find 

this useful because such review can help the user build confidence before 

they proceed to the following part where they communicate with other users 

through a Noticeboard. They interact with other participants at the point 

where they have successfully completed a number of sections in the unit and 

are provided with feedback on how they did and whether they should perhaps 

practise and study more before they continue. I believe that this must be 

helpful for the students and may motivate them to further study and 

revision. 

When they feel ready, the users are asked some questions that they 

prepare answers to and post them on the Noticeboard where they can also 

read other people's answers and react to them. This simulates classroom 

interaction and at the same time decreases the pressure that some people 

might feel in face-to-face real-time conversation in class. In the 

following part, the user communicates with the tutor only, sending him some 

written work, e.g. biographical information. Here the user can send the 

tutor any questions they might have. 

The theme of the unit is extended in the 'takeaway english' section. 

The unit on exploring and travel provides the user with practice on buying 

sports equipment in a listening task, vocabulary exercises and a gap-fill 

aCLivity. The users are encouraged to record themselves if they have the 

appropriate equipment available and send the record to the tutor. 

Similarly, they can also record their work on pronunciation in the 

pronunciation part where the user is introduced to a topic, such as sound 

laII, first by presentation of the sound in the context of a text or 

conversation. Gradually, the focus concentrates on the individual sound and 
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the user listens to the sounds, learns to distinguish them and finally, 

produce them on their own. 

After completing the above described sections the user moves on to the 

net search. They are given a task to complete with some tips and advice to 

do so, such as websites they might explore and the search engines they can 

use and how to find the information there. This is a very real task and the 

users use what they have learnt so far in the unit in a real-life context. 

Undoubtedly, it is very important to show the relevance of what the 

learners are learning in order to boost their motivation and sense of 

achievement. 

The vocabulary and grammar as well as the information the user has 

found in the Net search is to be utilised in the writing section. Useful 

language is provided for reference as well as information to complete the 

writing task. All the written work can be sent to the tutor, together with 

any questions on the unit. Optionally, the user may send the recorded work 

and/or phone their local tutor. We can see that the users are first 

encouraged to develop the receptive skills and only then their productive 

skills (speaking being substituted by the communication on the Noticeboard) 

once they have enough knowledge and information to successfully do so. 

Before the user progresses to the final feedback section, a number of 

review exercises conclude the unit. Revision is an important part of this 

course. It helps the learner fix and internalize new information and 

material and helps them identify their progress and achievement as well as 

their possible strengths and weaknesses. 

Finally, a form to fill in is attached so that the user can provide 

feedback on the unit to the administrators of the course. The user is asked 

whether s/he found the unit easy or difficult, the topics interesting, 

which exercises they enjoyed and did not enjoy, whether they did all the 

tutorials and found the tutor's feedback helpful, how they rate their own 

progress in this unit, and are welcome to add any comments or suggestions. 
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2. 5 summary 

In order to demonstrate the aims and approaches of these three 

'coursebooks' I have chosen a unit in each of them that has a similar topic 

and compared what skills are developed and what language point (grammar, 

vocabulary, pronunciation, discourse features) the unit focuses on and how. 

The common theme is travel. The following table presents an overview of the 

three units in the three texts: 

Starter 

Reading 

Listening 

Speaking 

Net Languages, unit 9 
"Journey to Lhasa" 

Famous explorers and 
their journey 

Journey to Lhasa 

Livingstone and the 
Lion - radio 
programme 

The advantages and 
problems of traveling 

I independently; 
to take on 

____ a ] ourne--"-y _____ _ 

I 

::q:U~lpment 

Net search: 
______ "--' _other famous journeys 

Writing 

Pronunciation 

Another famous 
explorer and his 
journey 

Sound I all 

New Headway, unit 9 
"Going places" 

What will you do if ... 

Megalopolis 

Life in 2050 

Megalopolis 

Life in 2050 

1) Linking words 

2) Advantages and 
disadvantages 

. Anglictina, pro 
I samouky, lekce 15 
~ nA visit to London" 

A visit to London 

No specific task, 
tape with recorded 
reading texts 

Novinky 0 lidech, 
ktere oba znate 

Zeme, ktere jste 
navstivil 

-I 
I 
INo specific task 
I 

PIne a stazene tvary 
slovesa have 

Intonace pfidatnych 
otazek 

! Vocabulary 1) Equipment to take 
on a journey 

1) Hot verbs: take, 
get, do and make 

Wordlist follows the ' 

Takeaway 
I English 
l __ 

~
) Time expressions 

Buying equipment in a 
. shop 

2) Hotels 
pt::a\es _______ _ 

In a hotel 
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Grammar 1) Passive voice 

2) Expressing purpose 

Review ____ . r:~k i"-,",e uni.t 

Test . Progress in the 
middle of the unit 

Tutorial 1: 
1) biographical 
information about 
yourself 
2) describe a journey 
that you really 
enjoyed 

Tutorial 2: 
Send your work to 
your tutor and get 
feedback 
Feedback: 
Send us your feedback 
on this unit 

Time and conditional 
clauses 

1) Present Perfect 
2) slozeniny se some, 
any a no 

,3) vyj&dfeni ~esk~ho 
I ze? ze ano? ze ne? 

Souhrnn& cvi~eni 

l

iverb forms 
included 

I 

-----

- Feedback 

What are the differences and similarities between these texts? We can 

see that all the books provide some practice on the four language skills -

reading, listening, writing and speaking. Anglictina pro samouky has no 

specific writing task, possibly due to the fact that the user would have no 

specific feedback from the teacher. However, there are textbooks that 

provide a model text in the key to exercises that gives the learner an idea 

of what their text might look like. I personally believe that a writing 

task would be useful despite the lack of feedback. 

The proportion of language work is more or less similar: All the texts 

provide pronunciation practice; although the unit in Headway does not focus 

on a particular pronunciation point, there are places where pronunciation 

work is integrated. They all present one or more grammar points and 

vocabulary work. It is not surprising that Anglictina pro samouky presents 

the largest amount of grammar work - Kollmannova is undoubtedly devoted to 

grammar-translation method as we have seen above in the description of the 

coursebook. Another fact supporting her adherence to grammar-translation 
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approach is the lack of what the other texts label Everyday English and 

Takeaway English, which give the learners opportunity to practice language 

in every-day real-life contexts. 

How do the coursebooks deal with the presence or absence of the 

teacher? Classical printed coursebooks designed for classroom use rely on 

the presence of the teacher to the largest extent. The teacher is expected 

to set objectives, provide explanations and references, mediate 

information, provide feedback etc. In my opinion, they often re on the 

teacher too much, presuming that the teacher will supplement and adapt the 

material, will present it and supply correct answers to the exercises and 

will be able to explain why they are correct whereas others are not. Often, 

such coursebooks do not include the key to exercises - this actually being 

one of the key features of a book for self-learners where the students 

check their progress and success rate in exercises and tests. The lack of 

review and testing in New Headway Pre-Intermediate might seem as the most 

significant point underlining the need for the teacher, since these 

components are a part of the Teacher's book, not the Student's Book. I 

already said above, I included this coursebook rather in order to contrast 

it to the others, not to assess how it compensates the teacher, since it is 

not intended to be used without one. 

When we compare the classical classroom text (New Headway Pre

Intermediate) to the self-instructional coursebook, we must note how the 

teacher is compensated in the latter one. I have mentioned some of the 

features above. Let me summarize main strategies for compensating the 

teacher in Anglictina pro samouky: 

• the use of Czech in explanations and instructions; 

• tips on what to review before doing an exercise; 

• tips on how to proceed in revision, e.g. Poslechnete si nejprve 

znovu uvodni text kazde lekce. Muzete si ho poustet po vetach a 

kazdou vetu nahlas zopakovat; 
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• indexing: e.g. Z mluvnice si piedevsim znovu prostudujte prubehovy 

a prosty piitomny ~as (L6, L8), vazbu there is (L7) etc. 

• footnotes; 

• frequent phonetic transcription; 

• answer key; 

• score scale with a mark. 

Net Languages do not have to compensate the teacher to such a 

large extent since there is the tutor that can fulfill the roles that a 

teacher in the traditional classroom setting has, as they were stated in 

chapter 1, such as motivating, stimulating cooperation, evaluation, 

mediation. I have also said that the roles of the teacher and tutor 

overlap. Apparently, the tutor has to fulfill the pedagogical, social, 

managerial and technical conditions stated in chapter 4. 

We cannot say that a teacher is actually compensated for since the 

tutor is present. However, there are some features that increase the user's 

independence, such as the following: 

• an overview of the unit sets objectives; 

• questions and problems are anticipated and the reference to other 

sections is made possible through the hyperlinks; 

• variety of exercises and illustrations as well as tasks relating to 

real-life may help avoid boredom and help motivate; 

• tests and reviews provide feedback on progress throughout the unit; 

• if appropriate, a model to follow is presented. 

In my opinion, learner autonomy could even have been increased: 

Instructions to exercises are given in English, which seems as the only 
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option for an internationally used course 78 but I believe that a glossary in 

other languages could be helpful. 

We have compared three different types of coursebooks designed to be 

used in three different instructional settings. Each of them has its pros 

and cons and I tried to demonstrate the main differences and similarities 

between them. It is not my aim to judge which type of setting is the most 

effective or popular. Such judgement depends on many factors and I believe 

that such question is not possible to be answered objectively. I tried to 

point out how an e-learning course differs from two opposing instructional 

approaches. Undoubtedly, the combination of the advantages of an 

independent-study course such as flexibility, time availability, 

presentation in sections etc. (for more detail see chapter 4) with the 

option to be in contact with a tutor and other learners through the 

Noticeboard seems to be advantageous and effective for some type of 

learners. With the expansion of technology, it seems that this type of 

instruction might become even more widely used in language teaching in the 

future. 

3. Pedagogic Research 

3.1 Research Description 

The role(s) of the teacher can be examined from various angles. We have 

seen how the teacher is present or absent in different types of teaching 

materials - a traditional textbook, a book for self-learners, and a 

'blended learning' course. These media will be looked at in the practical 

research I carried out. In my research, the teacher's role will be examined 

first among teachers themselves, and secondly among students of EFL with 

78 I participated in the creation of a language teaching CD-ROM which was also 
intended to be distributed worldwide and the authors of the pedagogical format 
decided to include a translation of the texts, vocabulary lists and grammar 
reference into three languages (English, German, French), which is a useful option, 
especially for lower-level learners. 
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the experience of learning in different ways, including classroom 

instruction and/or self-learning. 

3.1.1 The Attendance and Circumstances of the Research 

3.1.1.1 Research among Teachers 

Initially, the role of the teacher in the classroom was looked at because I 

believe that asking the teachers themselves may bring an interesting sight 

into picturing their role from various viewpoints. One hundred teachers 

were addressed through a questionnaire, I received responses from twenty

two of them; due to the fact that the focus of this paper is the teacher in 

e-learning, I did not carry out research in classrooms, although it might 

have brought another perspective to the issue. Teacher in the classroom is 

however another vast topic to be examined and it is not possible to embrace 

this issue in this paper. The questionnaire was distributed among English 

language teachers, both native and non-native speakers of English, mostly 

teaching English to adults, some however, teach children as well. These 

teachers are working mainly in the Czech Republic but some of them are also 

teaching abroad (Germany, China etc.) - the country where they work was not 

reflected in the research. The typical sample teacher is however a teacher 

teaching English to adults, no matter where and whether a native or non

native speaker of the language. The teachers were asked two questions: 

1. How would you describe your role in the classroom/instruction?, 

2. What do you think your students expect from you? 

I supposed that teachers will reflect their students' expectations in the 

perception of themselves in the instructional process. Therefore, besides 

asking them how they see their own role, I wanted to find out how they 

perceive themselves through their students. 
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3.1.1.2 Research among Students 

3.1.1.2.1 Research among E-learning Students 

Subsequently, I tried to examine how the students who are taking an e

learning course (or a blended-learning course, to be more precise in terms) 

perceive such type of instruction and possibly outline what the future of 

e-learning is. Originally, I was planning to address students taking a 

blended learning course at AKCENT International House, Prague. This 

research was going to analyse the experience that the students have with 

various types of the English language instruction, their reasons to choose 

this type of learning in particular and, finally, the future of such type 

of instruction based on whether the students are planning to continue with 

this form of learning. Unfortunately, there is only a small number of 

students taking the course (about ten), so such kind of representative 

sample would have not, at any rate, been sufficient to draw any valid 

conclusion. I tried to get in contact with the International House in 

Barcelona, without much success however. Eventually, I only received four 

answers, which definitely do not represent the attitude of majority of the 

students. Nevertheless, I decided to present the tiny sample in this paper, 

in order to outline what I intended and how the students responded, without 

the ambition to draw any conclusion. The responses will add a very brief 

practical insight into the experience of students taking an e-learning 

course, which although not daring to generalize the problem may help us 

picture the theme of e-learning in diversity. 

3.1.1.2.2 Research among Students with Various Learning Experience 

Due to the failure of the research into blended learning, I created a 

different questionnaire to target people who have studied English before 

but do not necessarily have experience with e-learning or blended learning. 

Sixty four people were addressed and I received fourty-eight responses. In 

order to determine how wide their experience with the English language 

learning is, they were asked 
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I A) how long they have been studying English ~ I assumed that someone who 

has been studying English for more than ten years might have had wider 

experience with various types of instruction than someone who has studied 

only for a year. 

B) Three types of instruction were presented to the respondents: 

1. traditional learning with a teacher, no matter whether in classroom or a 

private teacher, the fact that the teacher was present was key; 

2. self-instruction with a textbook; 

3. CALL ~ CD~ROM, Internet, etc. 

The term e-Iearning was not mentioned initially, because I did not want to 

narrow the question down to e-Iearning specifically but wanted to stay 

within the framework of CALL. The respondents were asked to describe which 

type out of these three would be most suitable and least suitable for them 

and why. 

C) Finally, the students were asked about their future plans with studying 

English and what type of instruction they will most likely choose. At this 

point, e-Iearning was mentioned under CALL and the respondents were also 

given space for other options not stated previously. 

The theme of this paper is the teacher and therefore I wanted to find out 

how important the teacher personality is to the students and to what extent 

they think the teacher can influence the success of their learning. 

Similarly, since a significant part of this paper was devoted to various 

studying materials, I found it worth looking at what importance the 

students attach to quality material. For that reason, an additional 

question concerning various factors in the learning process was asked to 

see what the students consider most important for them to succeed in 

studying a foreign language. Among others, such as environment or 

motivation etc., a good teacher and a quality coursebook were mentioned. 

All those three ways to look into the role of teacher and e-Iearning 

attempted to present a diverse overview of the teacher's role as the 

teachers themselves see it and how the students perceive it. The following 
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analysis will show the results of the research and will help us understand 

the roles of the teachers and possibly foreshadow the future of e-learning 

and subsequently the future of the teacher as well. 

3.2. Research Analysis 

3.2.1. Research among Teachers 

3.2.1.1 Introduction 

As I said above, the focus of this paper is the role of the teacher in 

e-learning. Nonetheless, looking at the role of the teacher as the teachers 

see it can help us demonstrate the teachers' roles more thoroughly and 

diversely and can help us identify the roles more precisely. I addressed 

about one hundred teachers with two questions: 

1. How would you describe your role in the classroom/instruction?, 

2. What do you think your students expect from you? 

I received replies from about thirty of them, which I believe may provide 

us with a sample wide enough to demonstrate how teachers generally perceive 

their own role in modern classrooms. 

3.2.1.2 Results of the Research among Teachers 

Teachers were asked how they see their own role in the instruction. It 

would have been interesting to compare whether their own 'mindset' reflects 

in their own classes and how and to what extent. Due to the fact that a lot 

of the teachers addressed do not stay in Prague, not even in the Czech 

Republic, it was difficult and it would have been very difficult to pick a 

representative sample to observe and analyse. Therefore, I decided to rely 

only on their answers provided by the questionnaire. Had the sample been 

smaller, it would have been possible to compare what the teachers said to 

what they practise in class. However this way of carrying out the research 

would have not shown such a wide sample of answers from the teachers and 

that is why I decided to concentrate solely on what the teachers think and 

tell me. I found it interesting to ask them about their students' 
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expectations as the supposed expectations will definitely influence how the 

teachers see themselves. This hypothesis proved to be true - the answers to 

question one and question two correlated and partly overlapped. 

What roles have the teachers assigned themselves? Various types of 

roles appeared among the answers to the questionnaire. I would broadly 

divide them into two categories: professional and personal, although I 

realize that such a division cannot be taken sharply, since some of the 

roles fall into both, e.g. motivation: The teacher can motivate through 

setting the aims, correction and evaluation, which are obviously 

pedagogical skills, as well as through creating a friendly atmosphere, 

counselling and entertaining, which do not fall into a category clearly. 

There are also various ways of fulfilling each role - such as making the 

class fun: this can be done partly in the stage of preparation with a 

variety of activities and interaction patterns but the teacher can also 

present the lesson in an entertaining way. Nevertheless, despite the 

limitation of such a division, I attempted to categorize the results of the 

research as follows. 

Let me start with the professional skills. None of the teachers stated 

that they were a pure source of information or knowledge. Some of them 

mentioned that but only among other important roles they think they need to 

fulfil. One of the teachers even explicitly said that his role is not to 

teach grammar or prepare for exams. All the teachers realized that they 

should rather facilitate and guide the learning process, rather than 

control and present themselves as the sole knowledge provider, although 

teachers realize that sometimes, some students expect them to do so. On the 

professional level, both pedagogical and managerial skills appeared among 

the answers: those that were most frequently presented could be described 

as the role to facilitate, assist, guide the learning process through 

creating contexts and opportunity to practice, providing information and 

knowing the material, clarification, monitoring, correction, assessment, 

evaluation, and creating friendly learning atmosphere. The second 
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pedagogical role is to control the syllabus: find, create, adapt, and 

present material, review. One of the hardest tasks for the teacher in the 

instruction is to motivate the learners. We will see that this was a key 

factor in the success in learning a language for the respondents in the 

research among students of English. Many teachers realize that and stated 

that their role is to motivate: help, praise, build confidence, encourage, 

and raise interest. One of the teachers stated that his role is to help 

learners form good learning habits. I was pleased to see that someone 

realized that. However, it is a pity in my opinion that more teachers do 

not remember this and as we have seen above, not even authors of 

coursebooks are aware of this important skill for the learners to succeed 

in learning the foreign language. Additionally, I believe that helping them 

become good learners is another way of increasing learner autonomy, and 

subsequently their motivation to continue with the study, which is so often 

called for in modern methodology. 

Another professional role that in my opinion stands between 

pedagogical and managerial skills is to manage and control the classroom -

I have already mentioned planning and monitoring above, which are clearly 

pedagogical skills but definitely help to manage the classroom. This is the 

reason why a sharp line between pedagogical and managerial skills cannot be 

drawn - they overlap. 

In the personal category I would place the role of a psychologist, 

friend, supporter, guide, counsellor, and entertainer. I actually think 

that the role of motivator complements the role of the entertainer in 

itself since being entertained in the lessons definitely helps the learner 

remain motivated, and on the other hand, motivation is a part of the 

process of facilitation. Therefore, I present motivator separately since 

the border line is not sharp and it can fall both under facilitator and 

entertainer. I already described above that these roles fall both into 

professional and personal skills, yet I still insist on the division as the 

personal trait is undoubtedly significant. This fact demonstrates that a 
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teacher is not perceived only as the expert on the subject but also a human 

being in the interaction with other human beings. Classroom is a social 

environment and the interaction is subordinate to social interaction rules, 

which both the teachers and the students need to (and based on the research 

both among teachers and among learners it seems that they are) be aware of 

in modern language classrooms . 

The following graph represents the main roles that teachers assigned 

themselves. I put the role of facilitator, guide and adviser into one 

field, although Cerna 79 presents them separately. It depends on how we 

perceive the role of adviser - whether on the pedagogical or personal 

(psychological) level. For this purpose, I placed them all in the 

pedagogical plan: 

22,5 ,-----------------------------------------------

20 

17,5 

15 

12,5 

10 

7,5 

5 

2 ,5 

o 
Facilitator! 
guide! adviser 

Motivator Entertainer 

• Fac ilitator! guide! 
adv is er (22) 

• Motivator (6) 

o Entertainer (7) 

We can see that the roles of the guide/facilitator/advisor undoubtedly 

prevail. This confirms the assumption that modern teachers realize how 

diverse and complex their role is but also how important it is to give the 

learner autonomy. On the one hand, we have the teacher, who is in charge 

79Ce rna, op.cit. 69. For her summary of tutor roles, see p. 31 of this 
paper. 
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and in control, and on the other, we have learner-centred instruction, 

where the learner has the responsibility for learning. Let me emphasize 

that it is the teacher who enables this process. We see that the learning 

process is facilitated through the teacher, who gives the learner the 

opportunity to learn, helps them, and motivates, in a way that the learner 

finds entertaining. I am myself glad to find out how aware of such 

attitude the teachers addressed were. 

To what extent do the students' expectations as perceived by the 

teachers differ from how teachers see themselves? Again, we can divide the 

answers into the same categories: professional and personal. Compared to 

the first question, the answers to the second were more balanced regarding 

the ratio of expectations on the professional and personal level. Teachers 

see themselves more as guides and facilitators, and only in the second plan 

do they see themselves as entertainers and psychologists. On the other 

hand, they realize that besides what they expect from themselves, the 

students expect more, and in this case the expected expectations relate to 

the personal level more often. It is however possible that their 

pedagogical skills are taken for granted, and therefore they emphasize 

those that come only in the second plan. 

The most frequent answer was that the students expect professional 

conduct and presentation: being prepared, knowing the material and the 

ability to present it, clarify, and being on time. Further on, students 

allegedly expect being motivated, guided and corrected. At the same time, 

the teacher must approach them individually, care for them, help them, 

listen to them, advise and counsel. Students also expect being presented 

with the target culture and language model from the teacher and being 

entertained. 

The five most frequently presented expectations are summarized in the 

following graph. It needs to be emphasized that a number of teachers said 

that these are the things that their students expect, besides those 

mentioned by them when talking about what roles they have. 
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The features the teachers think their students expect from them are 

presented in the following graph: 
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I El Being professional (40) 

• Correction (16) 

o Entertainer (13) 

o Ps)Cholog lst (13) 

• Motivati tor (13) 

The roles of entertainer and motivator repeat_ Being professional 

comprised those above - mentioned features such as coming on t i me, being 

prepared , qualified etc. Correction seems to be expected more than the 

teachers want and actually do. It seems a widely spread issue but I am not 

going to analyze the reasons for this , since the effectiveness of error 

correction is another vast issue to be looked into. A f r equent expectation 

seems to be for the teacher to listen to the students problems and concerns 

i n their everyday life, outside the classroom. The teacher is expected to 

understand the students as humans and adapt to the actual situation or even 

mood the students are in. 

We must not forget that thes e are not real expectations but only what 

the teachers think their students expect from them. I am convinced that in 

reality , students often do not even know themselves what they expect and it 

is hard for them to verbalize their expectations from the teacher and the 

Course. On the other hand, it is encouraging to see how detailed the 

teachers' concern with the students' requests and approaches are. 
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I It seems that the teachers challenge themselves and they realize the 

high expectations of their own students. This confirms the assertion that 

the teaching profession is very demanding with respect to professional, 

psychological and social skills. Fortunately, teachers realize that 

sometimes they cannot fulfil all their students' expectations. In my 

opinion, one of the important roles is to achieve personal goals and stick 

to one's own resolutions and tasks. Each teacher has their own personal 

'mindset', their own goals and plans and their role is to achieve them 

using various strategies and techniques. 

We have seen that the teacher's role comprises a number of aspects and 

the problem of roles is extremely complex. For the teaching practice, it is 

important to realize this fact and the importance of setting an objective 

and fulfilling one's role. 

3.2.2 Research among Students 

3.2.2.1 Introduction 

In the previous part, teachers were addressed to comment on their own 

roles in the classroom. Let us proceed to the latter part of the research 

where students of English as a foreign language were asked about their 

experience with and preference of different ways of learning the language. 

The questionnaire comprised the approaches that this paper concerns, i.e.: 

1) teacher-guided instruction, 

2) self-instruction with a book, 

3) computer assisted language learning (CALL). 

The students were asked whether they have any experience with the 

above-mentioned ways of instruction, which they find most and least 

suitable for them and why, and finally, which way they are most likely to 

choose in their future English studies. Two more questions completed the 

questionnaire. The first one concerned the length of studying English of 

the respondent in order to determine how wide their experience with 

learning English is. I expected that people who have studied longer, will 
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have a wider variety of experience with different ways of studying. 

However, this assumption did not prove to be right and the length of 

studying did not imply wider experience with various ways of instruction. 

The second additional question regarded the different factors influencing 

the instruction, such as motivation, teacher, material, environment, etc. 

This question aimed at demonstrating to what extent the students value the 

quality of material, teacher and whether they realize the key importance of 

their own motivation. A part of this paper examined teaching materials and 

the roles of the teacher have been looked at, and therefore I found it 

useful to find out what the students' attitude to them is. 

3.2.2.2 Results of the Research among Students 

Let us look at the results of this part of the research. Forty-eight 

respondents participated in the research. Almost half of them (22) have 

studied English for more than ten years. Thirteen people have studied 

between five and nine years. The rest have studied between one and four 

years: 

Graph represents the length of studying EFL of the respondents: 

1 - 4 years 

.5 - 9 years 

o more than 10 years 

All the respondents have had experience with studying in the 

traditional setting with a teacher. Out of those, twelve have studied with 

a textbook on their own and six have used CALL: 
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Graph represents the respondents' learning experience with different 

types of instruction: 
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teacher-guided instruction (100%) 

• self-instruction with a textbook (25%) 

o CALL (12%) 
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Except for one respondent, they all thought that lessons guided by a 

teacher are the most suitable for them. Not surprisingly, the main reasons 

for the preference of teacher-guided instruction proved to be those 

underlying the negative response to self-instruction, no matter whether 

supported by a book or computer. 

The main reasons why the respondents preferred teacher-guided 

instruction to other ways of learning were: 

• opportunity to interact, 

• teacher as a motivator, 

• personal approach. 

The opportunity to interact immediately was the major argument in 

favour of teacher-guided instruction. The respondents stated that the 

teacher is able to explain problematic issues, can correct and provide 

instant feedback. For some of them, the . fact that teacher can motivate them 

and makes them learn was key. Motivation was a crucial factor in the 

answers: a number of respondents stated that the teacher can motivate them 

and the lack of motivation was one of the main reasons why the respondents 

considered self-instruction unsuitable for them. The facts that classes 

with a teacher take place regularly and are paid for also help some 

learners to stay motivated. 
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The second most frequent reason for this preference was that teacher

guided instruction is personal and the teacher may address each student 

individually. Again, this factor proved to be one of the strongest 

arguments against self-instruction. Some respondents also appreciate the 

guidance provided by the teacher. However, we have seen in chapter 2 that a 

computer assisted syllabus may also address individual needs of the learner 

and guide them, which learners probably do not realize. Nonetheless, I do 

agree with the respondents that the impersonal approach may be 

discouraging. 

Six people marked self-instruction being suitable for them, 

specifically for the reasons that we stated above when we spoke of the 

advantages of e-learning, i.e. "I can study any time, what I want or need", 

"Only I know my own pace", "no need to travel, I can study from home". 

The following graph summarizes the learners' preference of the three 

ways of learning a foreign language studied in this paper: 

50 
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teacher-guided instruction (98%) 

• self-instruction with a textbook (7%) 

DCALL (7%) 

The negative response to self-instruction or CALL was significant. 

Seventy-five percent of respondents refused them mainly due to the lack of 

certain features that teacher-guided instruction includes: it is 

impersonal, there is no immediate response, no interaction, no feedback, 

the learners themselves do not know what their strengths and weaknesses 

are, which direction to take. The most frequent reason was that the 

learners do not have enough self-discipline or patience to study hard 
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enough or regularly. Some people find it boring. Some disadvantages of 

textbooks were also pointed out, such as limited opportunity for correction 

or space limitations - "the book cannot contain everything I need". 

Looking back at the previous part of the research, where teachers 

commented on their students' expectations, a number of them mentioned the 

role of a psychologist. It seems that this may also be the crucial reason 

for the rejection of self-instruction, including CALL: the learner as a 

human being needs contact with a real person, wants to be treated 

personally, and last but not least, wants someone to talk to, someone who 

will listen not only to the utterances they produce in the target language 

but will also listen to their problems, just like a counsellor, a 

psychologist. From my own experience and conversation with my colleagues, 

it is not an understatement to say that some classes do indeed resemble 

psychotherapy rather than an EFL class. 

With respect to the rejection of self-instruction it came out that 

learner motivation is the key to success and how the factor of motivation 

reflects in various aspects of the learning process. The teacher as a 

motivator was one of the major reasons for the preference of teacher-guided 

instruction and the lack of motivation is the main obstacle in studying on 

one's own. 

Similar reasons explain the negation of using the computer. 

Additionally, some people pointed out that they work with a computer all 

day long, and therefore do not find this type of instruction appealing. 

Only one person stated that they prefer self-instruction with a textbook to 

computer assisted language learning because a book is more comprehensive 

and better outlined. This however depends on personal preference and 

especially the people who are used to working with the computer may find 

using it easy and handy and could say that using a book seems to be rather 

clumsy and time-consuming. We have seen in the description of the e

learning course Net Languages how the learners are helped, for instance, by 
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the hyperlinks, how well presented the contents are and other strategies to 

compensate the absence of the teacher. 

The following graph summarizes the negative response to the three ways 

of learning a foreign language studied in this paper: 

40~--------------------~ 

35+-------~r_----------~ 

30+-------~------------~ 
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20+-------~r_----------~ 

15+-------~r_--_,_r----~ 
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teacher-guided instruction (0%) 

• self-instruction with a textbook (75%) 

DCALL (30%) 

Based on what we have said about self-instruction and e-Iearning 

previously and the results of the research, it seems that a common belief 

is that a textbook or a computer cannot offer the learner what the teacher 

can. This is true but only to certain extent as we have seen above: a 

coursebook or computer assisted course may compensate the teacher through 

various strategies and can help the learner take such a course. I agree 

that the person of the teacher is irreplaceable. On the other hand I do 

believe that learners often do not realize how a computer assisted course 

compensates the absence of the teacher and that they still can get 

corrective feedback, guidance in the material etc. The authors of self

instructional materials should bear in mind the arguments against self

instruction that our respondents stated in the research when they try to 

appeal to end users. 

The result of the research has shown that the assumption that blended 

learning seems to be a good compromise between teacher-guided instruction 

and self-instruction is true. In blended learning, the teacher reacts, 

corrects, approaches the student individually but the student still can 
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study at their own pace, from home, whenever and whatever they want. I t 

seems to have overcome the disadvantages of pure CALL while keeping its 

benefits. 

Seeing what the current situation among learners is offers a question: 

What is the future of those three media? From my research, the answer seems 

to be clear and posi ti ve , for us, teachers. Seventy percent of the 

respondents would probably choose a teacher-guided course. Only eighteen 

percent of them will study with self-instructional material, either 

textbook or CALL. Interestingly, two other ways of learning a language came 

up in a number of the answers: going abroad and learning with authentic 

materials, such as books or films in the target language. 

The following graph shows what ways of learning English the 

respondents are most likely to choose in the future: 
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teacher (70%) 

• going abroad (40%) 

o authentic material (29%) 

o self-instruction with a book (18%) 

.CALL (18%) 

Finally, as I mentioned above, I wanted to find out what the key 

factors are in language learning for the learners addressed. I presented 

the factors in the order of importance that I attach to them and expected 

the respondents to rank them in the same order: 

• motivation, 

• teacher, 

• material, 
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• environment, 

• realistic aim. 

Surprisingly, ninety-four percent of respondents think that the 

teacher is one of the key factors, their own motivation comes next with 

ninety votes. Thirty eight respondents thought realistic aim to be key but 

we have to point out that for many people, the aim is a part of motivation, 

so this result is not surprising. Material proved to be important for 

thirty percent of the respondents. 

The following graph summarizes what the learners consider to be the 

main factors in learning a foreign language: 
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I was pleased to find out that learners realize that motivation is 

one of the key factors in successful language learning. Keeping in mind the 

fact that they consider the teacher being the main motivator and that for 

majority of the respondents the most important factor in language learning, 

we can state that the teacher really seems to be irreplaceable in the 

learning process. 
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3.2.2.3 Questionnaire among E-learning Learners 

Before making a conclusion of the research, I would like to mention 

the questionnaire to students taking a blended learning course at AKCENT 

International House, Prague. 

All the four respondents have studied English for more than 10 years 

and they all have experience with classroom instruction - given that they 

have studied for such a long time and e-learning is a new medium in this 

area, this fact is not surprising. 

The reasons for choosing an e-learning course were: 1) it seems to be 

an interesting variation to traditional instruction, 2) it is practical: no 

need to travel, you can choose what you want/need to study, when and how 

long, it saves time. Those reasons were also the advantages that the 

learners stated. They also pointed out that they were taking a blended 

course, which made them come to the school once a week and there they could 

take advantage of traditional instruction in combination with advantages of 

studying on their own at home at the computer. The motivation factor came 

up among disadvantages again. Most learners find it hard to discipline 

themselves and push themselves into regular study on their own. They all 

appreciated the work with their tutor and the fact that s/he provides 

feedback and opportunity to use the language when in classroom. The fact 

that they could study on their own and browse the internet proved to be a 

double-edged sword: on one hand, it is an excellent tool for finding 

suitable material tailored to the needs of the learners but some of them 

pointed out that it is very time consuming and one learner even said she 

found it difficult to search the net or chat with other students. I wonder 

myself if the tutor could have helped her overcome this difficulty. Anyway, 

it shows that not being in direct contact with the tutor and classmates may 

be an obstacle although the course tries to prevent this from happening. 

Again we must not forget that instruction is a social event and rules of 

social interaction apply. Some people are simply shy to ask when they are 

not encouraged enough to do so and this problem seems to be even more 
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topical in distance education. This proves the assertion that being a tutor 

requires skills that can differ from the skills required from the teacher 

in the traditional setting. 

Although the general response to this type of course seemed to be 

positive, three out of the four respondents do not plan to continue with e

learning. 

3.3 Pedagogic Research Conclusion 

The aim of this research was multiple: 

I) to map the picture of the role of the teacher in classroom 

through a questionnaire distributed among teachers, 

2) and to determine the students' attitude to the three types of 

3) 

instruction that are targeted in my paper: teacher-guided 

instruction, self-instruction with a textbook, and CALL, 

and lastly, to determine the future of CALL and subsequently 

the future of the teacher in the instructional process. 

In the first part of the research, teachers were targeted. They were 

asked to answer questions regarding their own perception of their role in 

instruction and also how they think they are perceived through their 

students. The result has shown that teachers see themselves mainly as 

facilitators of the learning process, which corresponds to the assertions 

of modern methodology guidebooks and their call for learner autonomy and 

learner-centred instruction. In the introductory chapters we saw that 

teacher-centred instruction has moved to background methodology and that in 

the modern classroom, it is the learner who plays the main role - as I said 

above, the learning process can take place without a teacher but cannot 

happen with the absence of the learner. And it seems that teachers 

themselves realize this fact by seeing themselves as facilitators, guides, 

advisers. The two other most important roles were those of motivator and 
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entertainer. The teacher is again the factor that helps the learner get and 

remain interested in the subject matter. 

Besides being entertained and motivated by the teacher, students 

expect professional conduct, correction, and personal approach from the 

teacher. Obviously, the teacher's role includes various sub-roles or skills 

and the professional expectations from the teacher are undoubtedly very 

high. Teachers are expected to know the subject matter, to be able to 

present it clearly and at the same time be entertaining. They are supposed 

to raise the students' interest, keep them motivated, approach each student 

individually, understand their problems, be able to adapt and many other 

skills. These expectations expose teachers to high pressure and make the 

teaching profession very demanding. 

The students' perspective was kept in the latter part of the research, 

where I tried to find out how popular the various ways of learning English 

targeted in this paper are among learners and also what the future of those 

ways is. The research has shown that everyone has had some experience with 

teacher-guided instruction and it is also the most preferred and popular 

one. The majority of learners would prefer this way of instruction in the 

future. For most of the respondents, the teacher was the main factor for 

the success in language learning, followed by the learners' own motivation 

to study. Both ways of self-instruction were rejected by majority of the 

respondents, mainly due to the lack of interaction and features that would 

help the learner stay motivated and disciplined. From these findings it is 

clear that most learners appreciated the fact that the teacher can react to 

their actual needs, can provide immediate feedback, and motivate them. 

For students taking a blended learning course, the combination of teacher

guided instruction and CALL seemed to work well. They appreciated that they 

can determine the time, place and length of study but still are in contact 

with their tutor. All of them were satisfied with the communication with 

the tutor and the fact they can meet with the tutor face to face regularly. 
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We can see that once again, the presence of the tutor made CALL more 

attractive to the users. 

Overall, the research has shown the complexity of the teacher's role 

and the importance of the teacher for the learner. I did not expect such 

marked preference toward teacher-guided instruction and such significant 

rejection of self-instruction. Based on my research it seems that the hopes 

and expectations that have been put into e-Iearning and other types of 

instruction that does not count on the presence of the teacher are too 

high. As stated above, only a small number of respondents are considering 

taking such type of instruction in the future, including those that have 

direct experience with e-Iearning, so the assumption that people may be 

principally afraid of trying out a new instructional medium does not apply 

here. 

Teachers might have felt and still may feel threatened by technology 

and the fact that they need to compete with the new medium. However, 

practice has shown that such worries are not based on solid grounds and 

that most learners do not want to go through the learning process without 

the guidance of their teachers. 

4. Conclusion and Prognosis 

4.1 Summary 

The aim of this paper was to examine and describe the role of the 

teacher in a specific and relatively new area of the English language 

teaching - e-Iearning. As the basis for the analysis, the role of the 

teacher in the instructional process in general was looked into in the 

introductory part. Teacher was first analysed generally, as they are 

described in literature on teaching psychology and sociology. Further on, 

the analysis narrowed down to educational theories and the roles they 

assigned to teachers. Moreover, the literature of the teacher of English as 

a Foreign Language was looked at and the roles that modern methodology 

assigns teachers were commented on. We have found out that although modern 
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methodology calls for learner-centred instruction, the teacher plays an 

irreplaceable role in the process and all methods and educational theories 

are at least partly delimited by the role of the teacher. 

The introductory chapter finally portrayed the specifics of the 

teacher in e-Iearning and the particular roles that the tutor (the term we 

use to distinguish between classroom setting and e-Iearning) has, in 

contrast to the teacher in a classroom setting. The amount of literature on 

this relatively new media in the ELT area is rather limited. The depiction 

of e-Iearning was based on works of Baresova and Cerna as well as articles 

published in periodicals devoted to CALL and educational technology. Main 

types of e-Iearning were presented as well as the advantages and 

disadvantages of e-Iearning in general and also for specific types of 

students. The problem of terminology has also been touched upon, since in 

this new medium, precise terminology has not yet been developed and used 

commonly. Furthermore, categorisation of tutor roles was attempted at, 

based on published literature on the theme of tutor roles. 

The roles of the teacher and tutor as they are presented in published 

literature correlate; the tutor however, has some specific roles that are 

not required from the teacher due to the nature of classroom instruction in 

contrast to CALL. Those were the technicalities of managing the 'virtual 

classroom' as well as technical skills such as providing technical support 

and being ready to counsel on-line. Besides the roles that a teacher has in 

the educational process, the tutor needs to have other specific skills in 

order to appropriately guide the learner through the process of learning in 

this way. 

In the following part, three kinds of teaching materials were compared 

and contrasted: a classical printed coursebook designed for classroom use, 

a textbook for self-learners, and an e-Iearning course. The main aspects of 

teacher being present or absent in the process were pointed out and the 

ways the teacher was compensated in self-instructional materials were 

summarized. In order to make a more detailed comparison, one unit from each 
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material was described and compared to the others. The techniques that help 

compensate teacher were e.g.: 

use of Czech, tips on what to review before doing an exercise and how 

to proceed in revision, indexing, footnotes, frequent phonetic 

transcription, answer key, tests and review sections, score scale with a 

mark after a review scale, an overview of the unit with objectives, cross-

referencing through hyperlinks to help with potential problems etc. 

Although the teacher is hard to be replaced fully, materials for 

self-learners strove for at least partial compensation in order to make the 

learning process for the learner easier. 

In chapter 3, the roles of the teacher were examined in practical 

surveys. The aim of those surveys was 

1. to map the picture of the teacher in the instruction with a 

questionnaire distributed among teachers, 

2. to determine the students' attitude to the three types of 

instruction that are focused on in this paper: 

• teacher-guided instruction, 

• self-instruction with a textbook, 

• self-instruction with CALL, 

to predict the future of CALL and subsequently the future of the teacher in 

the instructional process. 

The first part of the research, where teachers answered the questions 

regarding their own perception of their role in instruction and how they 

think their students perceive it, has shown that the teacher has an immense 

variety of roles in the process, falling into the categories that were 

presented in the introductory part: pedagogical, social, and managerial. 

The prevailing roles as teachers saw them were facilitator, motivator and 

entertainer. This finding corresponds to the assertions of modern 

methodology guidebooks and their call for learner autonomy and learner

centred instruction: the teacher should guide them through the learning 
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process and motivate them. The teacher is the factor that helps the learner 

get and remain interested in the subject matter, which is a task very hard 

to fulfil by self-instructional materials. 

The teachers think that besides professionalism and fulfilling the 

above stated roles, their students expect them to be psychologists and 

approach them individually, taking into account the current circumstances 

influencing the learning process. This may be one of the main reasons why 

self-instruction, including CALL, seems to be so unpopular among students -

they lack the personal aspect of teacher-guided instruction. 

The fundamental part of the research was however the survey among 

students of EFL, where their attitude to teacher-guided instruction and 

self-instruction, including CALL was examined. We have found out that all 

the respondents have some experience with teacher-guided instruction and 

about one fourth of them have tried self-instruction. The majority of them 

thought that teacher-guided instructional setting is most suitable for them 

and would choose it in the future if they study English again. The main 

reasons for the preference of traditional instruction were the opportunity 

to interact and the factor of motivation. Learners appreciated the fact 

that the teacher can react to their actual needs, can provide immediate 

feedback, and motivate them. 

Three fourths of the respondents rejected self-instruction as not 

suitable for them most frequently because the learners do not have enough 

self-discipline or patience to study hard enough or regularly and they find 

it impersonal and inflexible. It came out that learner motivation is key to 

success, the factor of motivation reflects in various aspects of the 

learning process. 

Both teachers and learners realize that motivation is the key factor 

in successful language learning. Teacher helps the learner remain motivated 

and the learners realize that their own motivation is key to their success. 

In the questionnaire, almost all respondents marked the teacher and 

motivation the most important factors. Having said that teacher is a 
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motivator as well, we can assert again that the teacher is irreplaceable in 

the learning process. 

A widely-spread view is that a textbook or a computer cannot offer the 

learner what the teacher can. Nevertheless, we have seen in the 

introductory chapter that a coursebook or computer assisted course may 

compensate the teacher through various strategies and can help the learner 

take such a course. Based on the findings of this paper, I insist that the 

teacher is irreplaceable. On the other hand, learners often do not realize 

how a computer assisted course compensates the absence of the teacher: 

providing corrective feedback, guidance in the material etc. are only some 

of the features that CALL has and that the respondents nonetheless pointed 

out as weaknesses of such type of instruction. 

The assumption that blended learning seems as a suitable compromise 

between teacher-guided instruction and self-instruction proved to be right. 

In blended learning, the learner can interact with the tutor and 

classmates, can receive personal corrective feedback, the tutor may 

approach them individually but the learner still has the opportunity to 

study at home and they can choose the most suitable time and pace as well 

as the content. Blended learning has overcome the disadvantages of computer 

assisted self-instruction and kept its advantages. 

4.2 Prognosis 

Having discussed the current situation, the question of the future of 

these three media comes up. Based on the surveys, the answer seems to be 

simple and clear: the majority of the respondents would choose a teacher

guided course. Only a small number of them (18%) might study with self

instructional material, either textbook or CALL. Almost a half of them 

would go abroad and about one third would learn with authentic materials, 

such as books or films in the target language. 

In the introductory parts, we have seen that there have been high 

expectations put into e-learning and other types of instruction that does 
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not count with the presence of the teacher. Companies have invested in e

learning courses for their employees and a number of learners believe or 

believed that e-Iearning is the right type of instruction for them. We must 

not forget what was stated above - that e-Iearning is not suitable for all 

types of students, neither for all types of trainings, namely those that 

require certain criteria that computer assisted course cannot fulfil, such 

as perception of body language, cooperation with other members, constant 

communication and exchange of information. Those are features which 

language learning definitely requires at least to some extent. A proper 

language learning course must enable the learner to communicate with other 

speakers of the language and body language and intonation are integral 

parts of natural face-to-face communication. We learn the language to be 

able to use it in communication and when the learner does not have the 

opportunity to practise communication in the learning process, they are 

very likely to fail in communication in 'real-life'. 

Learners appreciate the presence of the teacher in teacher-guided 

instruction. Even the learners who have first-hand experience with blended 

learning, do not seem to be that keen on this type of instruction. In the 

past, teachers might have felt threatened by the technology boom in the 

instructional process and the fact that they need to compete with the new 

medium. The practice of these days is proving that such worries are not 

based on solid grounds and that most learners are reluctant to walk through 

the learning process without the guidance of their teachers. The computer 

is impersonal and although the experts creating computer assisted courses 

try to compensate the absence of the teacher, learners still feel the need 

for a personal touch. The future of the computer in language learning seems 

to lie in the area of a supplementary tool that can help learners learn on 

their own, study at their own pace and complement the teacher-guided 

instruction. Teachers may appreciate using the computer in their own 

classes - there has been literature published on using the computer in EFL 

classes and a number of resources are available for the teachers online. In 
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this way, the computer may be a very useful tool in language learning. The 

effective use of computers in teaching EFL depends on how the students or 

teachers use them - in this respect they are the same as other 

instructional media 8o
• 

For a while, the expansion of technology seemed to threaten teachers' 

position in the learning process. However time and practice have shown that 

the teacher is irreplaceable and the emersion of e-learning and blended 

learning have confirmed the assumption that even though the learner plays 

the central role in the learning process, the teacher has not and will 

definitely not become redundant. 

Although some learners may turn to this media, the majority of learners 

will still require the teachers' guidance and support. If I am to try to 

predict the future of CALL and e-learning, I see it as a supplement to 

teacher-guided instruction. Teachers have no reason to worry about their 

position in the learning process. In English language teaching, the 

blended-learning type of courses seems to be most likely to succeed in the 

future, due to the features discussed above: it combines the advantages of 

both traditional face-to-face instruction and e-learning. Baresova's own 

definition of e-learning as "an educational process using information and 

communica tion technol ogy81
ff actually does not rej ect the presence of the 

teacher and using e-learning as a supplementary tool in teacher-guided 

courses. 

To conclude, the emersion of e-learning will not endanger the position of 

the teacher in instructional process. In the future, e-learning may become 

more popular, although the results of the research carried out do not seem 

to support the boom of e-learning or its widespread adoption. In my 

opinion, blended learning has a higher chance of popularity, although with 

respect to the results of the survey, I would not expect a high increase in 

the number of students preferring this type of instruction in the near 

80 cf. Hardisty and Windeatt, op.cit. 8. 
81 Baresova, op.cit. 27. 
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future. In the case of e-Iearning or blended learning rise, some teachers 

might want to qualify as tutors, and thus implement this media into their 

own teaching; nonetheless, the future still lies in personal, contact 

teaching, where the student feels the personal support and care of their 

own teacher. Such conclusion confirms the assumption of Comenius, who 

asserted that one of the key roles of a teacher is his leading role in the 

process and the fact that the teacher cannot be replaced. My research 

carried out four hundred years later proves the validity of the words of 

the Czech greatest teacher. 

5. Resume 

Cilem teto prace je analyzovat roli ucitele ve vyucovacim procesu, 

zejmena pak v relativne nove a dosud neprilis prozkoumane oblasti - v e

learningu. V teto praci je ucitel posuzovan z nekolika hledisek. Nejprve se 

prace zameruje na osobnost ucitele obecne: na charakteristiky role ucitele, 

naroky kladene na jeho osobnost ve vyuce, jake plni role, tak jak jsou 

popsany v literature venovane psychologii a sociologii pro ucitele. Analyza 

se dale zameruje specificky na role ucitele v soudobych vzdelavacich 

teoriich, vsima si hlavne, do jake miry se ucitel v jednotlivych teoriich 

uplatnuje ci naopak neuplatnuje. Dale se pozornost obraci konkretne k 

uciteli anglictiny jako ciziho jazyka a jeho postaveni v metodach vyuky. 

Pri posuzovani metod vychazi hlavne z praci J.C. Richardse a T. Rodgerse, 

H.H. Sterna, V. Cooka. Po prozkoumani odborne literatury venovane rolim 

ucitele ciziho jazyka bylo zjisteno, ze ackoli moderni metodologie 

zduraznuje autonomii zaka, ucitel zaujima ve vyucovacim procesu zasadni 

postaveni a vsechny metody vyuky jsou roli ucitele alespon do jiste miry 

vymezeny. 

Uvodni cast se take zabyva specifiky role ucitele v e-learningu a 

konkretnimi pozadavky, ktere musi splnovat tutor (tento termin se zavedl, 

aby bylo mozne rozliseni mezi ucitelem v tradicni vyuce a v e-Iearningu), a 

rozdilem mezi tutorem a ucitelem. Mnozstvi odborne literatury na toto tema 
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je bohuzel stale velmi omezene. Jako zaklad analyzy role ucitele v e

learningu byly zvoleny dve prace: prace Moniky Cerne: leT in Teacher 

Education a Andrey Baresove: E-learning ve vzdelavani dospelych, a dale 

clanky zverejnene v periodicich venovanych vyuce podporovane pocitacem 

(computer assisted learning - CALL) a technologii ve vzdelavani. 

Prace prezentuje hlavni typy e-learningu a dale take vYhody a nevYhody 

e-Iearningu pro ruzne typy studentu a ruzne typy kurzu. Dotyka se take 

problemu presne terminologie, ktera jeste v tomto novem typu vyuky nebyla 

jednotne zpracovana a take neni jednotne uzivana. Pro ucitele v e-Iearningu 

se ustalilo oznaceni tutor, ackoli se muzeme setkat i s terminy jinymi. 

Na zaklade zpracovane literatury se prace pokousi kategorizovat role 

tutora a komentuje rozdily mezi roli tutora a roli ucitele. Provedena 

analyza usti v zaver, ze role ucitele a role tutora do velke miry 

koresponduji. Tutor ma pochopitelne nekolik dalsich roli, ktere nejsou 

v klasickem typu vyuky treba, zejmena role spojene s technickou strankou 

vyuky provadene formou e-Iearningu, jako napr. technicka podpora, nebo 

vedeni vyuky on-line. Tutor musi mit dovednosti, ktere se pozaduji po 

uciteli, ale take dovednosti dalsi, souvisejici s podstatou tohoto typu 

vyuky. 

Uvodni cast usti v porovnani tii ucebnich materialu: 

1) klasicke ucebnice urcene pro studium s ucitelem (New Headway Pre

Intermediate) , 

2) ucebnice urcene samoukum (Anglictina pro samouky) 

3) a e-Iearningoveho kurzu, presneji blended-Iearningu, tj. vyuky, jez 

kombinuje lekce ve tride s ucitelem a e-Iearning, kdy student 

pracuje s pocitacem a je v kontaktu s tutorem a spoluzaky on-line 

(kurz v nabidce jazykove skoly AKCENT International House, Prague, 

v ramci serie kurzu Net Languages). 

Pri analyze je zohlednena zejmena kompenzace nepiitomnosti ucitele 

v materialech urcenych pro samostudium. Tato cast prace shrnuje prave ty 

postupy, jez pomahaji uzivateli prekonat potize spojene s absenci ucitele. 
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Pro prehlednejsi a podrobnejsi porovnani uvedenych materialu byla vybrana 

jedna kapitola z kazde ucebnice a tyto tri jsou v teto praci detailne 

porovnany. Z analyzy vyplynuly tyto techniky, kterymi je ucitel 

kompenzovan: 

pouziti cestiny jako zprostiedkujiciho jazyka pro vysvetleni 

gramatiky, rady, jak postupovat pii opakovani latky, testy a opakovaci 

cviceni, foneticky piepis slov a frazi, stanoveni cilu jednotlivych 

kapitol, odkazy ke gramaticke sekci, apod. 

I kdyz ucitele pochopitelne nelze pIne nahradit, ukazalo se, ze 

materialy urcene samoukum se snazi nepritomnost ucitele kompenzovat. 

Uvedene materialy vsak nevyuzivaji vsech moznosti takoveto kompenzace 

v pIne mozne mire. Nekolik dalsich moznosti, jak jeste lepe nepritomnost 

ucitele kompenzovat, navrhuje tato prace. 

Ve treti kapitole se prace zabyva rolemi ucitele v praktickem vYzkumu. 

Cilem vyzkumu je zmapovat obraz ucitele ve vYuce pomoci dotazniku rozdaneho 

ucitelum a dale pomoci dotazniku pro studenty, ktery zkoumal jejich postoj 

k trem ruznym typum vyuky: 

1) studium vedene ucitelem, 

2) ucebnice pro samouky 

3) a CALL, 

a take vlastni zkusenost respondentu s temito medii a pripadnou volbu 

te ktere formy v budoucnosti. 

Respondenti take odpovidali na otazky spojene s faktory ovlivnujicimi 

jejich uspech ve studiu anglictiny. Analyza dotazniku slouzila take ke 

stanoveni prognozy, jakym smerem se bude ubirat budoucnost techto t£i typu 

vYuky, a nasledne, jaka je budoucnost postaveni ucitele ve vyuce. 

Uvodni cast vyzkumu se venuje ucitelum a jejich pristupu k vlastni 

roli, ale take ocekavani jejich studentu. Dotaznik zkoumal, jake role 

ucitele prisuzuji sami sobe, a co si mysli, ze od nich ocekavaji jejich 

studenti. Ukazalo se, ze ucitele si uvedomuji rozmanitost sve role ve 

vzdelavacim procesu. Role uvedene uciteli lze kategorizovat do tri skupin, 
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jak byly uvedeny v uvodni teoreticke casti: pedagogicke, socialni a 

manazerske. 

Ucitele pfevazne uvadeli svou roli jako roli facilitatora, toho, kdo 

vede ucebni proces, dale toho, kdo motivuje a v neposledni fade bavi. Toto 

zjisteni koreluje s pozadavky rnoderni rnetodologie volajici po autonornii 

zaka a vyuce zarnefene na zaka: ucitel rna byt pruvodcern vzdelavanirn, zak je 

stfedern pozornosti, ucitel rnu pornaha, rnotivuje ho. Ucitel je tirn faktorern, 

ktery vzbuzuje v zakovi zajern, pornaha rnu udrzet zajern a povzbuzuje ho 

k dalsi praci. Je nasnade, ze takovyto ukol rnohou ucebnice plnit jen stezi. 

Ucitele se dornnivaji, ze krorne dovednosti na profesionalni urovni od 

nich zaci ocekavaji zejrnena psychologickou podporu, ze se jirn ucitel bude 

venovat individualne a brat ohled i na jejich psychicky stav. Tato 

skutecnost rnuze byt hlavnirn duvodern, proc naprosta vetsina respondentu 

v druhe casti vyzkurnu odrnitla sarnostudiurn jako pro ne nevhodne. Respondenti 

postradaji osobni pristup, moznost interakce, ktere urnoznuje vyuka vedena 

ucitelern. 

Stezejni cast vyzkurnu se venuje studenturn anglictiny jako ciziho 

jazyka, zejrnena pak jejich postoji k vyse uvedenyrn tfern typurn vYuky. 

Vsichni dotazani rneli zkusenost s vyukou vedenou ucitelern a ternef ctvrtina 

take se sarnostudiern. Naprosta vetsina dotazanych se dornniva, ze vYuka 

vedena ucitelem je pro ne ten nejvhodnejsi zpusob studia a take by jej 

v budoucnosti volili, pokud by se rozhodli znovu anglictinu studovat. 

Dotazani ocenuji rnoznost okarnzite interakce s ucitelern, zpetnou vazbu, a 

v neposledni fade take to, ze ucitel je rnuze rnotivovat. 

Prave pro nedostatek kornunikace, okarnzite zpetne vazby a rnotivacniho 

faktoru vetsina dotazanych zarnitla sarnostudiurn jako nevhodne. Respondenti 

poznarnenali, ze jirn chybi prave rnotivace. Z dotazniku vyplynulo, ze i 

studenti sarni si uvedornuji, jak dulezitou roli hraje jejich rnotivace 

v uspechu ve studiu. 

Zajirnavyrn zjistenirn je, ze jak ucitele, tak studenti si uvedornuji 

klicovou roli motivace: ucitele vedi, ze jejich role je rnotivovat, a take 
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citi, ze umeni motivovat od nich cekaji i jejich studenti. Na druhe strane 

studenti chteji studovat s ucitelem prave proto, ze jim umozni udrzet si 

pocatecni motivaci, coz u samostudia neni nijak jednoduche, jak vyplyva 

z odpovedi studentu. Ucitel je tedy ve vyuce skutecne nenahraditelnY. 

Rozsirenym nazorem, ktery se objevil take v odpovedich respondentu, 

je, ze ucebnice nebo pocitac nemuze nabidnout to, co ucitel. To je pravda, 

ale jen castecne, protoze v uvodni casti bylo receno, jakymi zpusoby lze 

ucitele kompenzovat, coz si studenti casto neuvedomuji. I pocitacovy kurz 

jim muze poskytnut zpetnou vazbu, muze jim pomoci vybrat vhodnou latku ke 

studiu, stanovit cile, sledovat jejich pokrok, apod. 

1. Ukazalo se, ze blended learning muze skutecne zkombinovat vyhody vyuky 

vedene ucitelem s vyhodami samostudia: v kurzu Net Languages dochazi 

studenti jednou tydne do tridy a ve zbylem case studuji on-line a maji 

moznost kontaktu s tutorem. V teto situaci maji tedy moznost prime 

komunikace a osobniho pristupu, ale zaroven mohou z domova studovat 

v case a tempu, ktere vyhovuje jim. Blended learning tedy prekonava 

nedostatky samostudia, zachovavajic pritom vyhody vyuky vedene ucitelem. 

Na zaklade analyzy odpovedi v dotazniku vyvstava otazka budoucnosti 

techto vYukovYch medii. Z analyzy vyplyva jasna odpovea: naprosta vetsina 

dotazanych by v budoucnosti zvolila vyuku vedenou ucitelem a temer polovina 

by se rozhodla studovat v zahranici a tretina s pomoci autentickych 

materialu v cilovem jazyce. Pouhych osmnact procent by dalo prednost 

samostudiu, at uz s ucebnici, ci s pocitacem. Lze tedy konstatovat, ze i 

v budoucnu bude mit ucitel ve vyuce zasadni postaveni a ze vyuka asistovana 

pocitacem bude pouze doplnujicim nastrojem ve vyuce. 

V pocatcich e-learningu a podobnych vyukovych medii se zdalo, ze 

nastup tohoto typu vyuky muze vytesnit ucitele ze vzdelavaciho procesu, a 

naopak odbornici na vytvareni takovych vyukovych programu se dostanou do 

popredi. Mnoho instituci investovalo do e-learningovych programu a mnoho 

studentu vkladalo nadeje do vyuky asistovane pocitacem. Nesmime vsak 

zapomenout, ze e-learning neni vhodny pro vsechny studenty, ani pro vsechny 
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pfedmety studia, zvlaste pro ty, ktere vyzaduji fyzicky kontakt, kooperaci 

mezi cleny kurzu, okamzitou reakci apod., coz jazykova vyuka nepochybe je. 

Jazykovy kurz musi ucastnikum poskytnout moznost komunikace, protoze bez ni 

nebude student schopen komunikovat v realne situaci mimo tfidu. Praxe 

ukazala, ze e-Iearning pravdepodobne zustane okrajovou metodou a bude pouze 

doplnovat vyuku, jako jine doplnkove vyukove materialy, prave proto, ze 

studenti vyzaduji osobni pfistup. Dokonce i nektefi dotazani, ktefi maji 

pfimou zkusenost s e-Iearningem, odpovedeli, ze v budoucnu by zvolili jiny 

zpusob vyuky. 

Pocatecni obavy ucitelu z technologie ve vyucovani a jejich pocit, ze 

musi s pocitacem jistym zpusobem soutezit, se ukazaly jako neopodstatnene, 

protoze studenti chteji byt ve vzdelavacim procesu vedeni zivou osobou, 

jejich ucitelem, se kterym mohou mit take osobni vztah. Vyuka asistovana 

pocitacem muze nekterym uzivatelum vyhovovat a muze do jiste miry nahradit 

pfitomnost ucitele, avsak nedokaze pIne nahradit osobnost uciteIe a jeho 

pfistup k vyuce a studentovi. 

Budoucnost e-Iearningu tedy lezi spise v doplnkove uIoze, jeho 

moznosti vyuziti ve tfide i mimo ni. Ucitele mohou pocitacu vyuzit pro svou 

vyuku - existuje mnozstvi literatury venovane vyuziti pocitace a internetu 

ve vyuce a ucitele take maji moznost vyuzit velkeho mnozstvi vyukoveho a 

metodickeho materialu, ktery je k dispozici pfimo na internetu. Technologie 

nepochybne muze velkou merou pfispet ke zvyseni kvality a efektivity vyuky, 

ale nenahradi vyuku vedenou ucitelem. 

Ackoli se tedy po nejakou dobu mohlo zdat, ze technologie muze 

postaveni ucitele ohrozit, opak je pravdou. Cas ukazal, ze ucitel je 

nenahraditelny a vznik e-Iearningu ci blended learningu potvrzuji, ze zak 

hraje nezamenitelnou roli ve vyuce, ale ucitel se ani v budoucnosti nestane 

zbytecnym. Je mozne, ze se vice studentu obrati k tomuto vyukovemu mediu, 

ale naprosta vetsina studentu bude vyuzivat vyuky vedene ucitelem, prave z 

duvodu uvedenych v teto praci. 
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Pokud ma byt tedy stanovena progn6za ohledne budoucnosti vyuky 

asistovane pocitacem, bude jeji misto v doplnujici oblasti, jako maji dalsi 

vyukove prostredky. Ucitele se rozhodne nemusi obavat 0 sve misto ve 

vzdelavacim procesu. Je pravdepodobne, ze se v budoucnosti vice rozsiri 

blended learning, prave pro vyuziti vyhod jak samostudia tak pritomnosti 

ucitele ve vyuce, ale i tam je treba pritomnosti tutora. Lze tedy ocekavat, 

ze pokud se vice rozsiri e-learning ci blended learning, budou i nekteri 

ucitele rozsirovat svou kvalifikaci 0 dovednosti vyzadovane od tutora, 

avsak muzeme si byt jisti, ze budoucnost jazykoveho vzdelavani stale lezi 

ve vYuce vedene ucitelem. Vzdyt i definice e-learningu, jak ji uvadi 

Baresova "e-learning je vzdelavaci proces, vyuzivajici informacni a 

komunikacni technologie"82, nevylucuje pritomnost ucitele. 

82 Baresov§, op.cit. 27. 
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